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EDITONUU. COMMENT

Prnletarian Internatinnalism
and the [risis in [zechoslovakia

In capitalist circles the entrance of the troops of ffve Warsaw Pact
countries into Czechoslovakia sorne weeks ago has aroused an un-
paralleled storm of expressions of outrage and righteous indignation.
On all sides the action has been condernned as a barefaced invasion,
indefensible on any grounds whatever. The people of Czechoslovakia
have suddenly acquired a host of newly-found friends, of defenders
of their right to build socialism in their own way, ranging from
President ]ohnson to Senator Eastland. The outburst of anguished
displeasure in these quarters is quite understandable: their hopes
fbr an anti-socialist takeover in Czechoslovakia have suffered a

severe setback.
At the same time, however, the action of the five socialist countries

has given rise to an appreciable amount of confusion among honest
people in Le{t Circies. This confusion is due in part to lack of infor-
mation or the possession of misinformation (in whose acquisition
they had the expert assistance of the press, radio and television).
But in part it arises also, in our opinion, lrom a f'ailure to understand
clearly the nature of the relationship between socialist countries and
a tendency to judge these by the standards pertaining to relationships
among capitalist countries. It is this point to which we wish to address
ourselves.

P t o let ar'ian lnt e r nation ali,sm

In their approach to questions of international relations, Marxist-
Leninists proceed from the concept of proletarian internationalism-
fie concept that the workers of all countries are united by a funda-
rnental common interest, the abolition of capitalist exploitation, and
a common enerny, the international power of capitalism. But this
is not a rigidly circumscribed concept; like all others it takes on new
dimensions and new meanings as social development proceeds and
new social relations come into being.

In the capitalist world proletarian internationalism applies to the
relations among the workers of different countries. These are relations
of solidarity and mutual assistance, relations which become progres-
sively stronger as the growth of a world economy binds the interests
of the rvorking class in all countries ever closer together.
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2 POTITICAL AFFATRS

The relations betr,veen capitalist states, however, rest on no such

found;itions. They are dictaied rather by concepts of bourgeois na-

tionalism and chauvinisrn, by a drive for domination and oppression

of other coultries. such a basis of state relations is, of course, in

direct con{lict with the interests of the l""orkers'

The situation changes, however, when the w'orking ,class in a

given country wins ri*t" po*", and establishes a socialist society.
"A 

sociatist siate representi the interests of the working class, and

its foreign policy is based not on considerations of bourgeois nation-

alism bit 6r.I tl-r, of proletarian internationalism. With the victory

of the Great Cctober R&oiution in Russia, such internationalism came

to ernbotly not only relations of solidarity between workers in difier-

ent capitalist couniries but also relations of solidarity between these

rvorkeis and a r.vorking-class state. Workers in the capitalist countries

were called upon to help safeguard socialism in the soviet union; at

the same timq Soviet foreign policy became a bulwark of support to

the struggles of workers everywhere. And within the Soviet Union,

proletar[-n internationalism found expression in the abolition of all
^oppression and establishrnent of the fuli equaiity of all nations and

nationalities rvithin its borders.

S o cio.list lnternationalism

With the victory of socialisrn in a number of countries, proletarian

internationalism cornes to embrace also the relations between social-

ist states. It takes on added dimension of sociaList internationalism.

Clearly, the relations betu,een socialist states are fundamentally dif-
ferent fronr those betrveen capitalist states. They are baseC not on

mutual antagonisrn and the cfforts of one to dominate the other but
on mutual interest a.nd cooperation as equals.

Economic relations between capitalist states are confined to trade

and foreign investment, with growing econcrnic interdependence con-

{licting w*ith antagonistic drives for profits and porver, leading each

"orrrdy 
to seek a rnaximum of independence. But arnong socialist

states, economic interdependence leads to plannod cooperation. within
the framervork of a balanced over-all economic plan, individual coun-

tries are able to plan their ow-n production. Coordination of rrational

investment, production a-nd research plans rnake it possible to avoid

duplication and make the best use o{ each country's resources and

facilities. Flanned division of labor between dif{erent co,tmtries makes

it possible to produce on a brg enough scale to utlize the rnost rnodem

techniques. Through joint ventures, resources can be profitably com-

bined.
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Thus, in a community of socialist states true economic integration
becomes possible. N4ore, it becomes necessary in the face of modern
technology ei:d growing economic interdependence, if the individual
socialist countries are to develop their economies to the fuII' Within
this frarneu,ork the stronger states assist the weaker and each feels
itself part of a totality in which its own policies must be framed in
terms of the welfare of the whole.

Leni,n, writing in 1920, when the newly-born Soviet state was still
fighting for its life, distinguished between petty-bourgeois national-
ism and proletarian intemationalism in these terms:

Petty-bourgeois nationalism proclarims as internationalism the
mere recognition of the equality of nations, and ncthing rnore.

Quite apart from the fact that this recognition is purely verbal,
petty-bourgeois nationalism preserves national self-interest intact,
whereas proletarian internationalisrn dernands, first, that the in-
terests of the proletarian struggle in any one country should be
subordinated to the interests of that struggie on a rvorld-wide scale,
and, second, that a nation rnhich is achieving victoiy over the bour-
geoisie should be able and willing to make the greatest sacrifices
for the overthror,v of international capital. (V. I. Lenin, On Pro-
letarian lnternationalisrn, Prcgress Fublishers, Moscow, 1957, p.
2ee. )

This conception underlies the policies of the Soviet Union through-
out its existence. In particular, it is the basis of the unstinting aid
given by the Soviet Onion to other socialist countries, as well as to
peoples seeking their iiberation, even at the expense of appreciable
sacrifices by the Soviet people. It is the Soviet Union, both as the
first socialist state and as the most powerful economically and mili-
tarily among socialist ccuntries, r,vhich has been the bulwark of the
socialist rvorld. The Soviet view of its internationalist responsibilities
is expressed in the Praoda editorial of August 22, "Defense of Social-
ism; Supreme Internationalist Duty," as follows:

Considering its close contacts with the econornies of other
socialist countries, the USSR takes the necessary measures to en-
able its economic development sirnultaneously to meet the eco-
nomic re-quirements of its friends and allies, and thus help them
become less dependent on capitalist countries in their economic
development, and to protect them from the sundry dangers eman-
ating frorn iinperialism.

History has so ordained that the USSR bears the tremendo,rs
responsibility_ of maintaining the security of the socialist camp.
It is thus only natural that in our economic development we are
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alwavs oblieed to invest very heavily in the defense industry which

;';;t;J]il*ry fy the i;ssn biit_ by all the socialist countries

Ld which at presenimakes it possible io resist imperialist aggres-

sion against Vietnam and the Arab states'

It was through the Soviet defeat of the forces of fascism that the

victory of sociilism in the people's democracies of Eastern Europe

was made possible and theiiexit"r"" as independent states secured.

At the same time the growing strength and unity of the other

socialist countries, and tie alliance of all in the Warsaw Pact' im-

measurably strengthens the security of the Soviet Union and of the

totality of'socialiit states. This point was forcefully made by,Wlad-

islaw lGomulka in a speech last i.{arch. Berating thosg yh3 caliec for

the weakening of ties^with the USSR in the name of Polish independ-

ence, he saidl

An alliance is always based on mutual interests' Where there

are no mutual interestsl trre uuiurr"" must cease to exist. without the

;11il";; with the s*ilt Union, Poland would not be able to de-

fend and pr"r"rr"-h", western- territories' she would not be able

i;;;#;i to German imperialism, she would not be able to exist

as an indep"na""i-tirt". bdy a socialist Poland directed by the

;; ;T tli" working class is'a sure ally for the Soviet union, a

I"fiJUf" ally which i"r"r"ur"r the strength of the socialist system

in the struggle against imperialism'

The principles of socialist internationalism rvere repudiated by

nA- T'ri+rtg and his supporters in the leadership of the.Chinese

Co*m,r,i,t P"arty when tt'^"j' came forward with the thesis that each

country buildingsocialism "must rely mainly on itself for constmction,"

On the face oi it, this sounds reasonable enough; obviously' every

country must build on the basis o[ its own resources' But what was

u"touliy projected her.e was the withdrawal of People's C!i1a from the

ties of 
'niutual 

assistance and cooperation prevailing within the com-

munity of socialist states and reversion to the econornic relations

characteristic of capitalist states. Foreiggr economic relations were to

be reduced mainlli to matters of trade, to be established on an

equal footing with both socialist and capitalist countries'
-Th"r" 

priiciples were reiected, too, by the Yugoslav C-ommunists'

who basJd thJir policies on concepts of "neutrality" and "freedom

from blocs." There are evidence of this also in the go-it-alone ten-

dencies that have appeared in other cases.

such policies are-based on narrow nationalism, the very opposite

of sociaiist internationalism. Whatever momentary advantages they
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may seem to ofler, their e$ect is to divide the socialist countries and
weaken the building of sociaiism, in the given country and in the
socialist world as a whole. The N'Iaoist policies have set back the
development of socialism not only in People's China but on a world
scale. And the fanatical anti-sovietism to which they have led has
done great harm to the world forces o{ socialism and anti-imperial-
ism.

Rise of Nationnlism

Not the least disturbing among the developments in Czechoslo-

vakia since the first of the year has been the rapid rise of such na-
tionalist trends arxong certain elements in Party and government
circles. Aclded to this has been the increasing apPearance oI cruder
expressions of nationalism and anti-Sovietism as the avorn'ed anti-
socialist elements emerged more and more into the open.

These tlends found expression in proposals emanating from gov-
ernrnent sources to shift the emphasis in foreign trade from the
socialist countries torvard the capitalist countries, in particular toward
the building of trade relations with the members of the Common
Market. In line with this it was proposed to initiate a process de-
signed to make the Czechoslovak crown freely convertible with cap-
italist currencies. As part of this process it was proposed to return to
full membership in the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank, institutions with which socialist countries had severed relations
years before on the grounds that they operated in the interests of
world imperialism-and especially of U.S. imperialism. In addition,
the Czechoslovak governrnent, while its request for a large hard-
cuffency loan h'om the USSR was still pending, made approaches for
such loans also to Switzerland, West Germany, Britain, France and
Italy.

Overfures were made to West Germany, looking towald the estab-
lishment of diplornatic relations, in the face of the reactionary posi-
tion of the Bonn regime on European boundaries, the status of the
German Democratic Republic, acquisition of nuclear weapons and
other questions. These actions were contrary to the stand of other
socialist countries as indicated in the speech of ,Leonid Brezhnev at
the Seventh Congress of the Socialist Unity Farty of the GDII in
1967. He declared:

The socialist countries of Europe stand for efiective, honest nor-
malization and development of political, economic ancL cultural con-
tacts with aLl states, including the F ederai Republic of Cermany, for
the sake of peace and mutuil benefft. tsut thby will never agree to
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this at the expense of their unity,.ai the "*!"lt:,of ,th-" 11Y:*t 
of

the socjalist "o*rr,rrity 
as a (tl'ci", or i-ndividual countries be-

longing to it, specifi"utlll ut ll: espense of a fraternal country'

the-German Denrocratic RepuLrlic'

Capping the Czechoslovak actions in this sphere was the,opening

,p oi ifr""Uorder with lMest Gerrnany, thereby removing aII protec-

tiion against infiltration, espionage and subversion from that quarter'

The orient-ation toward the lrVest was defended in the name of

"independence" from "economio bondage" to the Soviet Union' And

this rias accompanied by growing derninds for a policy of "neutral-

ity." The extent^and *"ut iig of tiiese-is indicated, for example, by an

*Jri"l" by one Osvald Mach"atka which appeared in Literd.rni, Listi of

June 13. The article eulogized In:re Na[yt "lgi'":l 
of flungarian

Lounter-revolution, u, orr"**ho "rvas critical of totalitarian dictator-

ship and a forceful proponent of democratic and national socialism"

and as one who believeb "that nonparticipation in military blocs and

neutrality were guarantees o{ independence"' Correspondingly'

there were growing Pressures for revision of the Warsaw Pact and

for withdrar,val iiom it altogether.
To all this rnay be adcled the mounting dernand in certain quarters

for a break rvith the position of the socialist countries on the Israeli

aggression of last y""i u, well as calis for abandonment of the policy

oiiia to countries fighting for their freedom. Thus Jan Prochaska, in

a-n interview vrith a"Franie Fresse correspondent some rnonths ago,

stated: .,we are a small country. we must have a rnodest foreign

policy conforming to our possibilides' tr can't see why we. shoutrd

interiere in the afairs of N4idagascar, Guatemala or Nigeria"' By the

sarne }ogic, one might add: "or Vietnarn."
What"we have fresented here hardiy exhausts the catalogue of

manifestations of nationalism. But it is rrrore than enough to demon-

strate the alarming degree to rn,hich nationalist ideas a-nd policies

had taken hokl in czeJhoslovakia. 'Ihis rise of nationalism and the

utter failure of the Party leadership to cornbat it constituted a major

factor in the development of the threat of counter-revolution.

Nationalist poiicies find adherents among certain elernents in

socialist countries because they seem to o{Ier an easy way out of

economic difficulties. They represent an attempt to solve the prob-

lems of the given country at the expense of the interests of the entire

socialist community. Such tendencies are therefore energetically

cultivated by the forces of irnperlalisrn, in whose ideological arsenal

nationalisrn is a key weapon for disuniting and wrecking the rvorking-

class movement.

It should be clear, then, that a nationalist line, far from solving
anything, is a road to disaster. Gus Ftrall, in his pamphlet Czeckoslo-
oaki,a at tke CrossroarJs ( New Outlook Fublishers, New York, Septem-
ber, 1968), makes this point very forcefuliy. He writes:

trVhat are the implications of a policy of "orientation of trade
relations to the West"-to the imperialist countries-for a socialist
country basically iacking in most raw materials? Czechoslovakia
has no oil. So, for her oil needs, which include most of the chemical
industries, she gets 99.5 per cent of her oil from the Soviet Union.
For oil that u,ould cost {860.00 per ton on the capitalist rnarket, she
pays $40.00 for Soviet oil. 83.6 per cent of the iron ore, 58.3 per
cent of all other rnetals, 53.8 per cent of cotton, rnost of her grain
imports, ail corne from the Soviet Union. Under such conditions, a
shift to the West would be a shift to imperialist domination. What
imperialist country would not use such a relationship to squeeze-
for the elirriination of socialism and for the domination by the
forces of imperialism. . . .

There can be no independence {or a socialist country that is
dependent on imperiaiism for its rarv materials. (P. 35.)

trn the titanic struggle between the forces of socialism and those
of imperialism in today's world, the task of preventing nuclear war
and assuring the victory of socialism imposes stringent obligations on
the socialist r,vorld. These are obligations on the part of individual
socialisi couniries toward the sociaiist community as a whole and on
the part of the total cornmunity toward individual countries. The
grorving rnoves to isolate czechcslovakia from the socialist comrnu-
nity and the imminent threat of counter-revolution, leaving the
country an easy prey to the inroads of U.S. and West German im_
perialism, created a grave danger not only to the Czech and Slovak
peoples but to all the warsaw Pact countries. And they created a
serious threat to world peace.

In this situation the obligations of socialist internationalism re-
quired the other Warsaw Pact countries to come to the defense of
socialism in Czechoslovakia. In view of the paralysis of the Czecho-
slovak leadership in this crisis, these countries, if they were not to vio-
late their obligations, had no aiternative but to intervene as they did.

F'or us, as ii4arxist-Leninists, proletarian internationalisrn requires
that we understand and support these actions, hor,vever regrettable
their necessity, as being in the interests of world peace and socialism.
And it imposes on us the special obligation to expose and combat
all the more energeticaliy the rnachinations of U.S. irnperialisrn against
the socialist countries and the peoples seeking national freedom.
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Actinn uf the Socialist

f r:untries in [zechnslnvakia

The National Committee of the Communist Farty, USA, at its
plenary meeting over the Labor Day weekend, by a decisive vote of
bt rc I (with 4 abstentions) supported the August 21 statement of

Gus Hall, its General Secretary. This statement considered that

entrance of troops of the five socialist countries into Czechoslovakia

was a regl'ettably necessary action in defense of socialism against the

threat of counter-revolution. The resolution adopted by the rneeting

also supportecl the continuation of democratic re{orms begun in Jal-
uary of ihis year, the normalization of conditions in the country and,

on that basis, the quick withdrawal of the Warsaw Pact troops from
Czechoslovakia.

The meeting fully and democraticaily discussed the situation in
Czechoslovakia, granting to those who had an opposing view to that
of the majority, adequate tirne to present their viewpoint. The Na-

tional Committee recognized that the former Novotny leadership had

made serious rnistakes in poiicy and had crassly violated socialist
democracy and legality which it condemned. The correction of these

errors and the full development of sociialist dernocracy was absolutely
necessary in order to restore the prestige and leadership of the Party
and to maintain its leading role in the country.

At the same time, the National Comrnittee felt that the Dubcek
leadership underestimated the dangerous activities of the capitalist
and Right-wing elements r,vho sought to utilize the mistakes and difi-
culties to undermine socialism and restore capitalism.

Tacti,cs of "softening Up" Soaialism

It is particularly at rnoments of difficulties that the capitalist forces,

which ln the period of socialist upswing had been dorrnant, are

awakened to activity and organized to restore their por'ver. They were

spurred on and aided by West German and U.S. imperialism r,vhich

applied new tactics of softening up socialism by "building bridges"

ui 
-;ohrrro., 

called this tactic, that is, using economic, cultural and

ideotogical means to influence bourgeois-minded intellectuals and

opporiunists in the Communist Farty to move step by step in the

direction of restoring capitalism. Professor Z, Btzezinslo, a member

I
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of the Johnson brain trust, defined tire nerv policy of softening up
socialism in his book ALtert-wtioes to Partition (McGrar,v-Hiil, New
York, 1965) as a policy of the 'internal liberaiization of the East
European societies." He believed that this policy might be sucessful
particularly in "Czechoslovkia, and to a lesser extent in Flungary and
Foland" (p. 136).

The goals of this policy included first of all the task "To corusince
the Esst Etnopeans, particularty the czechs and the pores, that the
existence of East cermaruy limits their freedom u;ithout encl.rancing
thair securitg" (y. 139, emphasis in original). As for East Germany,
"the policy must be one of i,solation; for East Europe, one of peaceful
engageme,nt-economic, cultural and eventually political,, (ibid., em_
phasis mine-w.w.). In short, the policy was one'of clividing, splitting
up,weakening by all means possible the socialist cornmunitly. 

^

Had the cou.l"tter-reDolutionaries succeeded, and, czechoslaoakia
come into the hands of capitalism, a neu) reLationship af f arces faaor-able to imperiaLism would harse been estabrished, tno"ir'Ly enclangar-
ing the peace of Europe and tr're uoild.. The menac* tf u worrd
thermonuclear catastrophe would have been brought nearer. trt is
only- necessary to look at the map to realize this perii. czechoslovakia
borders on the socialist countries of the Germu, i"*""rutic liepublic,
Foland, Hungary, the soviet union, as rvell as on the capitalist^ coun-
tries of Austria and west Germany with whom it has a Jornmon bor-
der of 200 miles. It is an industrial nation with a big arms incl,stry. In
ttrre hands of. capitalists, czechosroval<ia would havJ been a dagger at
the ]reart of socialism.

The danger of counter-revolution, the mounting antlsocialist rnove-
*ent in the country, had been noted a number. ,:f Lrnes by tlie Dubcek
ieadership since the January gr3eling of the Cornrnunist party. But
words and deeds did not jibe. The readership faired to take the'neces-
sary action to supp:e..ss the growlng cornter-revolution. It argued
that such a9iio1 might endanger thJdemocratization progra*. Tlrat
was a one-sided 

'iew. 
I beiieve it was yierding to the piesiures of the

capitalist forces who were not at all inierestei in rear'der.rocracy and
socialisrn'-They wanted a restoration of bourgeois deirocracy-*t-ri"t
means rule bry the capitarist crass-with the"ir empty woris about"freedom for all."

-.Th: 
leadership did noi act as did the porish communists in 1g56.The latt-er, too, energeticaiiy sotight to correct bad inistakes of thepast and pressed forward a p,.ogra* of democratization. Bui theydid not overlook the-dangers-irol the side of the capiiarir,r.'rrr.y

warned against that danger and cailed on the peopie "io Jr.i* u*ry
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the provocateurs and reactionary loud-raouths" and rnade clear that

the *state authority will not toleiate for a moment any action directed

againstthePolishstateinterestsandagairrstour(socialist)state
,fr,u-." (Natianat Commwni,sm and'Popula' P'e'uoit in Eastern' Europe'

Columbia University Press, p. 276. )

Aim of Anti,-Social.ist Actittities

The result of the weak stand of the Czechoslovak Farty leadership

\,vas a mounting rnovement airned at discrediting and undermining
.the leadership 

"or 
trre cor,rrounist Farty. Anti-socialist organizations

sprang up in irarious guises, such as the K 231 clubs of former political

pltrorr""ritfrose urr;.ritly p'rosecuted by .the 
Novotny leadership' AIl

iyp", of real crirninak ioinecl this organization in large numbers' in-

i,uairg former imprisoned Nazis. "Er", the liberals lvere sttrnned

at ho# fast K 231 lrew . . . vzithin two weeks we were organized in

every district in thJcountly," one of its-leaders is quoted as sayiag in

a-n iirterview by the Chrisidan Science Monitot on September 6'

political cluls calling themselves "non-partI," new fraternal and

sport clubs (Sokols) cime into existence with a political aim' Par-

tiularly dangerous vras the reconstitution of the Right-wing Social-

Democratic Farty rvhich hacl been banned. in 1948 for counter-

revolutionary activities.
These anii-socialist forces not only held public meetings rvhich

denounced the communist Farty. Tirey attacked the soviet union

andcarriedonproPagandaforthewithdrawalfromtheWarsau,
Pact. In this they werJ aided by the attacl< on the Pact by General

V. Prchlik, head of the Administrative Department of the Commu-

nist Pa-rty, in charge of the armY.

The antisocialists clistributecl petitions for the abolition of the

armed peoples rniiitia rvhich had saved the Feople's Democratic

gou"rrri"ri fro* counter-revolution in 1948' They made open

ittu"k, on the headq',ra"rters of the Communist Parly. Rude Praao,

the central organ of tie Communist Party, reported- on August B, that

at I P.M. thJprevious night, 300 people coming from a meeting in

the center of the city s-urrounded the heaclquarters and hurled

epithets at the leadeis, calling thel "swine" and insisting they

ci*e do\vn to the street. They then ilrrew missiles at the building.

Workers in the factories, who expressed agreement with the letter

of the five Communist Parties sent to the Czechoslovak Party in.

July, were denounced as tra.itors and ousted from their iobs'- 
Most important was the fact that many of the leading ner,vs-

papers, as 
.*eil 

as the radio and television stations, were in the
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control of Right-r'ring forces, They flooded the country with propa-

ganda undelnining faith in sociaiisrn and inll.arning nai-io,nalist

passions.
Four ne\"/spapers publislied the "2,000 worci" article, which w"as

touted and supported on the air waves-a document signed by 70

intellectuals and which was correctly denounced as a platform of

counter-revolution. This document not only said that the Commu-

nist Party had becorne "a por,ver-hungry party organization attract-

ing egoists, cowards and crooks," it also cailed for the organization

of the people to drive out the so-called "conservative Communists,"
in which category they included all rvho firrrly stood for L4arxism-

Leninsm. They caiieJ for the ousting of these "conservatives" by
strikes, demonstrations and boycotts. They declared that the people
must be ready to support "progressive Communists" rn'ith arms if
necessary. They advocated the formation of new journals, the hold-
ing of meetings "protected by marshals" and "to unmask inforrners."
"Let us set up special Citizens Committees and Comrnissions to
deal rvith the problerns," they declared. And they indicated how
such bodies could be formed. This w^as a direct appaa'!. for the

formati,on of argans of pol.itical power.
It must be said that hundreds of West German agents opera.ting

as "journalists," very likely working with the CIA, spurred on the
counter-revolution. Caches of arms were discovered near the West
Gerrnan border and in other sections of the country. Such was the
drift to counier-revolution.

Some vror<is are necessary about the trick of playing up "pro-
gressives" as against "conseryatives." The counter-revolutionary
forces were not favoring one type of Communist against ar:other.
That .;i,as only a cunning device of first getting rid of the L'trarxist-
Leninists, who were dubbed "conservatives," and preparing the
ground for getting rid of all true Communist leaders, whether
"progressive" or "conservative." It was a step by step method.
Lenin in L92L, at the time of the Kronstadt revolt, expcsed this
trickery of the counter-revolutionaries who at the time put forward
the sloga-n "Soviets without the Cornmunists." They knew that
Soviets w-ere popular with the people, but if the Communists were
elirninated, then the Soviets could be abolished soon thereafter.
Coun-ter-revolutionaries under the cover of being "progressives"
could carry on their dirty rvork rnore efiectively.

The Communist Parties of the other socialist countries made
every effort to convince the Cornmunist Party of Czechoslovakia of
the need to protect the West German border and to take the media
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of communication firmiy in hand, in order to stop the developing

counter-revolution. But the leadership did not act. Gustav llusak,

,"* u""r"t*ry oI the Cornmunist Pai'ty of Siovakia' acknowledged

in a talk to the clelegates of the iecently held convention of

slovakia, that the antlsocialist organizations and activities had

taken aivantage of the d'emocratization campaign to carry on dis-

ruptive rrork. iWe did not take adequate political lrleasures against

thise forces," he saicl. "There was no consistency in oyr press in

Iighting the,n." "It was this weakness," he added, "this lack of

cJnsistEncy and deterrnination which gave g-round for the..criticism

of the Communist ancl Workers Farties of the other sociatrist coun-

tries." (Narrcs Dautscltland, Lugust 30, 1968')

He said furtherr "We cannot ul**ys simply swim vrith the stream,

permit ourselves to be carried by tlie waves, to be guided by v'zhat is

|opular, what is greeted rvith applause."

Was lmperialism ReadY to Attuck?

There are some that are not convinced that there was a danger of

counter'-revolution. They ask: "Do you mean to say that West

Germany was the *"ru"" and that it would have moved troops

into czechoslovakia in the face of the strength of the soviet union

and the oiher socialist countries of the \Marsaw Pact?"

trt is ironic that some of those who raise this question are people

who have been insisting in the discussion on the Draft Prograin that

it is wrong to say-as ihe Draft does-that the socialist and revolu-

tionary fo.-rces, the working class and national liberation mcve-

rnents, are str.onger o, , *oil.l scale than capitalism. They claimed,

in one {orm or another, that the setbacks suffered in some countries

show that imperialism is stronger. Now, surprisingly-, they turn

about and askln substance: "Is irnperialism so strong that it vrould

have chanced a confrontation with the soviet union and the other

socialist countries in Europe, particularly around Czechoslovakia?"

The viewpoint of rnost comrnunists in the united states and in

the world 
-Communist 

movement has been thal irnperialism has

not grown stronger in recent years, notwithstanding sorne victories

in the struggle between the two world systems. At the same time,

they have pointed out, that while not becoming stronger, imperiai-

ism has become more aggressloa, more desperate and more danger-

ous, clemanding greater alertness and more resolute mass struggles

by the people.
Imperialism, they have said, still has big resources, strong economic

and ririlitary means, and employs extreme violence and war to expand
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its positions. At the same timq in adapting itself to new situations, it
usei cunning maneuvers and new tactics in order to defend and

expand imperialism and set back the forces of socialism and inde-

penden"e. Hence, the Communists have said, to win the struggle

against imperialism, it is essential to unite all Communist and anti-

imperialist forces-nationally and on a world scale*and to battle
firmty against this vicious enemy by all means-economically, ideolog-
ically and politicatly-and, under certain circumstances lvhere irn-

perialism gives no other choice, not only by peaceful rnass action but
also non-peaceful. Realizing the strength of socialism, imperialism has

been preparing the ground for world war, by unleashing local wars
and by seeking to chip away the strength of the socialist community
particularly from, within.

But that does not exclude attacks also from without, if the condi-
tions are favorable. In flre Middle East, the Israeli forces carried out
a blitzkrieg against the Arab nations, striking at Egypt at a moment
when discussions about a peaceful compromise were under way in
the United Nations. Is a biitzlrieg by reactionary, revanchist West
Germany against the German Democratic Republic out of question?
Was a blitzkrieg, if the situation had ripened in Czechoslovakia, in the
Sudeten area out of question? West Germany has never renounced
the Munich Pact which gave the Sudeten area to Nazi Germany,
resulting in the take-over of Czechoslovakia in those fateful days

before World War II.
The fact is, that it was not necessary to occupy Czechoslovakia or

the Sudeten area, fbr the imperialists to accornplish their purpose of
weakening socialism. A declaration of neutraUty and withdrawal from
the Warsaw Fact by a Right-wing government would have created
a new situation in Europe. Did not the revisionist and treacherous
Nagy government in Hungary declare neutrality and withdraw from
the Warsaw Pact in 1956, at the sarne time calling upon the United
Nations to act against the Soviet Union? Was not the speech of the
Czechoslovak Foreigu Minister Hajek, before the Security Council
of the United Nations (controlled by U.S. votes) against the five so-
cialist powers, also a step in the same direction? Were not the coun-
ter-revolutionaries pressing toward that aim? These dangerous pos-
sibilities were blocked by the timely action of the socialist countries.

The failure to see these dangers was acknowledged by Alexander
Dubcek, general secretary of the Czechoslovak Communist Party, in
his speech at a plenary session of its Central Cornmittee on August
31. He said: "In evaluating the political development in our country
during that period, our Palty did not sufficiently take into account
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the sinister and real power of international factors, including views

heli with regard to 6ur situaiion by the states with whom we are

united in the Warsaw Pact." (Daily World, September 7, 1968')

D em.o craog and S e\f -D etermination

This issue oI democracy and selt--determination has been raised in

the discussion. These have been violated by the intervention is the

clairn of those who oPPCSe the action taken by the Warsaw Pact

countries. But even thiie opponents will have to adrnit that the in-

tervention is not aimecl at-ihe occupation of Czechoslovakia. The

Warsaw Pact ccuntries do not seek to violate its integrity. They seek

to secure the integrity of the socialist community, including that of

Czechoslovakia.

Let us assume, holvever, that the intervention did violate the self-

determination of Czechoslovakia, even if that is not the case from

the standpoint of the long-run interests of the country. Can it none-

theless be^ justifrecl frorn the stan<ipoint of dernocracy and socialism?

Let us refer to the writings of Marxisrn on that question. Lenin, the

fioremost advocate of self-determination of rnodern times, wlote in
his farnous essay on self-determination in 1916, the follor'ving:

. . . the dernand for democracy must not be considered in isolation

but on a European-today vve should say a 
-v,'orld-sca1e. ' ' ' The

several demands of democracy, including self-determination are not
an absolute, but only a small part of the general-democratis (now:
general-socialist) uoild movement. In individual concrete cases, tire

fiart may contradict the whole; if so it rnust be rejected . . . (Col-
'iected, iVorks, Yol. 22, p. 341, emphasis in oiiginal).

Further in the sarne article, Lenin wrote: ". . . the democratic inter-

ests of one couIltry must be subordinated to tlie democratic interests

of serseral and, all countries" (ibid., p. 345, ernphasis in original). Is

ihis not applicable to ihe i'ecent developrnents

In 1918, at the tirae of the Brest-Litovsk peace, the question of self-

determination arose in tire debate over the proposed pact. Lenin
favored the pact as unavoidable, but the "Leff' Communists at the

time opposed it, calling the peace a disgrace and a "betrayal of Latvia,
Poland, Courland and Lithuania" r,vhich would have fallen into Ger-

man hands.
Lenin severely denounced this "allegedly internationalist argument,"

calling it a "trap into which the bourgeoisie are deliberately dragging
the Russian Bolsheviks, and into which some of them are falling un-
wittingly, because of their love of phrases."
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Lenin said he regretted that Poland and Lithuania could not at

that time be protected. That rvould come later, v,zhen the peace pact

could be dissolved by a revolution in Germany which was developing'

Lenin vl,rote: "Let us examine this argument from the standpoint of

theory; r,vliich should be put {irst, the rigirt of nations to self-deter-

mination, or socialism." And he answered, "socialism should."

Is it permissible," he continued, "because of a contravention of the

right otr' nations to self-determination, to allor'v the Soi'iet Socialist

trtepublic to be devoured, to expose it to the blov,'s of iroperialism' . . .

No, it is not permissible-that is bourgecis and not socialist politics"
(Collected Works, Yol. 27, pp. 27-28).

Another argument against the intervention is that the integrity of ttre
Comrnunist Party has been violated; that it rvas for the Czechoslovak
party alone to deterrnine r','ha-t should have been done. This argurnent
ieserl,es consiclerable space, rvhich is not possible here. Replying
briefly, I must say that it is of course true that the Communists of
each country are in the best positicn to decirie 'rzhat course should
be taken in thelr country. But lvere thc events in Czechoslovakia
merely internalP Were they not also external, a$ecting the fate of
other socialist states and the peace of Europe, if not of the rvhole
worlC? Comrade Dubcek, according to the NewYork Times admitted
in his talk to the Central Comrrittee, subsequent to the intervention,
'chat the Czechoslovak Party did not take su{ficient account of the
international anC strategic interests of the allied socialist countries.

Communists are patriots of their country but they are also inter-
nationalists. And the two are indivisable, one serving the other. Lenin,
in "Left-Wing" Conx?nunisrn, stressed the importance of each Corn-
rnunist Party studying the pecuiiarities of its country, but, he empha-
sized, this should be done frorn the approaches of the "single inter-
national task" of every party-namely, to advance the cause of world
democracy and socialism. Real internationalism, which protects the
vital, life-and-death interests of the people of the rvorld, does not
constitute "interference" in other people's affairs. The greater the
unity of the world Communist movement, the greater the common
fight against imperialism, the greater will be the security, peace and
progress of each country and each people. That is an urgent con-
clusion that flows lrom the Czecleoslovak crisis.
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ilefense nf Sucialisilt: Supreme

Internatinnalist lJuty.

Relations with Czechoslovkia, with its Communist Party have al-
ways occupied a prominent place in the policy of the _CPSU and Sov-

iet governirent arid in the minds and heaits of Soviet Communists and

all Soviet people. There is nothig fortuitous about this. The- age-old
traditions of Slavonic community had long been enchanced by in-
violable bonds of cornmon struggle for the freedom, independence and
social progress o[ our two people.

Our^tw6 Parties and pJoplis fought shoulder to shoulder against
the danger of enslavement, against the Hitlerite invaders. In the life-
and-death grapple with fascism for the freedom and independence of
the first socialist state and the deliverance of the other enslaved na-
tions, more than 20 million Soviet people gave up their lives. I{ore
than a hundred thousand Soviet soldiers are buried in various places
in Czechoslovkia. These people fought shoulder to shoulder with the
heroic Czechoslovak patriots and Ludwik Svoboda's glorious corps
for Czechoslovkia's deliverance from Hitlerite fascism. It was in those
grim years that the ffrm foundations were laid for the unity and broth-
erhood between our two peoples. . . .

Our two peoples are linked together by sincere cordial bonds of
brotherhood, respect and affection. For every Soviet person "Czech"
and "Slovak" have become synonymous for "friend' and "brother."
The Comrnunists of the USSR and the Czechoslovak Socialist Reputr-
Iic are fused by the common duty of comrades and fellorv thinkers
rnarching under one banner, who have chosen for themselves one road
in life, the road of Communism. Soviet Communists have always
shown profound respect for the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia
a.s a reliable, steadfast, militant detachment of the world Communist
rnovement, unswerving in its loyalty to the ideas of Marxism-Leninism
and the banner of proletarian internationalism. . . .

I
Our Party treated with understanding the decisions which the Cen-

trai Committee of the Communist Farty of Czechoslovakia took at
its Plenary Meeting last January. At the same time, it was evident
that even then, the obtaining situation could weaken the Party of
Czechosloval< Cornmunists and intensify moods hostile to sociaiism,
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existing in certain sections of Czechoslovak _society that have suc-

cumbel to the infl.uences of bourgeois outlooks and imperialist pro-
paganda.- fhese apprehensions were franHy expressed !n the qy9 party 

-spirit
during thdionversations which the-leaders of the CPSU had with the
leaders of Czechoslovakia in Moscow in January and in Prague in
February. It was stated quite deffnitely at these meetings, that the
choice oi the way of building socialism and of the forms and methods
of party guidance of social processes, was exclusively and fully within
the scope and competence of the Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party of Czechoslovakia and that our Party did not have and
could not have any intentions of imposing upon the Communist Party
of Czechoslovakia any recommendations whatever on this score. At tire
same time, the attention of the leadership of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia was called to the already
intensifying activities of Right-wing revisionist elements which tried
to capitalize upon the situation obtaining in the country for puqposes
far removed from the interests of socialism.

At that time the leaders of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia
declared that they were aware of the strained political situation in
the country and would take the necessary measures to stabilize the
situation. However, time went by and our Party saw with growing
anxiety that the actual events began to take an increasingly different
direction from that anticipated by the Czechoslovak leaders. The
developments showed that in the Czechoslovak Communist Party itseU
a situation began to develop marked by confusion, vacillation and un-
certainty. Reactionary anti-socialist forces in the country, relying on
the backing of world imperialism reared their heads.

AII this was cause for alarm not only for our Party. Just as gravely
perturbed by the developments in Czechoslovakia were the fraternal
parties of Burgaria, Hungary, the GDR and Poland. The need arose
for a meeting and exchange of views with the leaders of the Com-
munist Party of Czechoslovakia and the Czechoslovak Socialist Re-
public. By common consent such a meeting was arranged in Dresden
on March 28.

At the Dresden Meeting, the Czechoslovak comrades did not deny
that certain negative processes were developing in the country, that
the mass media had been taken away from party control and had in
effect fallen into the hands of anti-socialist elements, and that the
Right-wing forces were consolidating, At the same time, the Czech-
oslovak representatives stated that the Party as a whole was in con-
trol of the situation and that there were no grounds for serious alarm.

The Soviet representatives and all the delegations of the other fra-
ternal parties noted with full candor that they believed the picture
to be different. They indicated the tangible danger with which the

t7

*W'e reprint excerpts from Praod,a, August 2;2, 1:968.
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Union and Poland." One could not but agree with that.
The Czechoslovak leaders said that thefwere prepared to take the

necessary action to get the situation under control. At the time they
said literally the following: "The enemy is acting. He wants to turn
the trend oi events in the"interests of counter-reiolution."

They admitted that the enemy sought above all to discre&t the
Communist Party and detract from its influence on the masses, that
demands were mounting for a political opposition to the Communist
Party of Czechoslovkia which by nature could be an anti-socialist
opposition only, and that "if ftrm action is not taken this may develop
into a counter-revolutionary situation." They said that they h,rew who
were concretely to blame for this and claimed that they had proof
of their connections with irnperialist circles and that an end would
be put to this.

At the May Plenary Meeting of the Communist Party of Czecho-
slovakia it wis admitted that the main danger to socialism in Czech-
oslovakia emanted from Right-wing elements. This appeared to war-
rant the hope that the Czechoslovak leaders of the Central Committee
of the Corrinunist Party of Czechoslovakia would proceed from work
to action. A readiness to decisively protect socialist gains was stated
at the conJerences of Party Committee secretaries, at a nation-wide
meeting of the workers' militia and at numerous meetings of factory
and plant party organizations.

Unfortunately, the hopes of the healthy forces in the Party and na-
tion, the hopes of all the friends of the Czechoslovak people were not
justiffed. Tlie decisions of the May Plenary Meeting were not acted
on. The anti-socialist forces mounted an offensive against the line
which the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czech-
oslovakia had charted at its Plenary Meeting in May. Anto-Soviet ele-
ments intensiffed their activities. The wave of attack by anti-socialist
forces surged still higher in late June when the counter-revolutionaries
published in the press the "Two Thousand Words" appeal containing
an outright call to struggle against the Cornmunist Party of Czecho-
slovakia and the constitutional authority.

The leadership of our Party drew A. Dubcer"s attention to the dan-
ger of this document as a platform for the further intensiffcation of
counter-revolutionary activities. Dubcek replied that the Presidium
of the Central Committee was discussing this issue and that the ap-
peal would be sharply dealt with and that the most determined ac-
tion would be taken. But apart from a liberal verbal condemnation,
no tangible measures followed.

AII this compelled the CPSU and the other fraternal parties to raise
the question of having one more meeting with the leaders of the
Czechoslovak Communist Party. The CPSU and the other fraternal

obtaining situation was fraught. From all the facts they drew the con-
clusion that a trend was in evidence which could lead to a counter-
revolutionary coup. The CPSU delegation and also the delegations of
the Bulgarian Party, the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, the
Polish United Workers' Party and the Socialist Unity Party of Ger-
many declared that they supported the Czechoslovak Communist
Party leadership and the positive content of the decisions of the ]anu-
ary Plentary Meeting and that their entire position was for helping
the Czechoslovak comrades to rebuff the insolent, anti-socialist ele-
ments and consolidate the positions of socialism in Czechoslovakia.

Subsequent developments conffrmed the conclusions drawn by the
fraternal'parties whiG they regrettably failed to justify the oPtimism
shown by the leaders of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. The
March-April Plenary Meeting of the Central Committee of the Corn-
munist Party of Czechoslovakia failed to take measures of stabilizing
the situation. On the contrary, the facts showed, a number of planks
in the action program of the Czechslovak Communist Party, which
adopted at thii Plenary Meeting, came in effect to be exploited by lhe
Right-wing elements as a kind of legal platform for mounting further
attacks on the Communist Party, the foundations of socialism, and the
friendship between the Czechoslovak and Soviet peoples.

Anxiety increased still further when, clelrlY under the influence of
Right-wiilg, anti-socialist forces, a wide-scale campaign was set afoot
in"the corlntry to besmirch all the prwious activities of the Com-
munist Party bf Czechoslovakia, when a broad-scale process was got
under way 

-of 
the wholesale replacement of party and government

functionaiies which undermined the stability of the social system and
gave rise to a wave o[ anti-Soviet propaganda in the press, on radio
and television, clearly inspired by reactionary forces, and when sun-
dry organizations placing themselves in ,opp_osition to the Com-
munist 

-Party began to emerge and act as legal organizations in the
Czechoslovak So-cialist Republic. In this situation the CPSU Central
Committee believed it necessary to take fresh moves in order to re-
emphasize its apprehensions over the destiny of socialism in Czech-

oslovakia. Naturally, understanding was at the same time shown for
the obiective comflexity of the situation and the 

-complexity_ 9f the
position of the Czechoslovak Communist Party leadership itself. That
was why the CFSU Central Committee, still refraining from making
any puLlic assessments and statements, proposed a new bilateral
m6eting. At this meeting which took place in Moscow May 4, the
leaderi of the Czechoslovak Communist Party themselves noted the
gravity of the situation in the country. More than that, they declared
that the negative aspects of Czechoslovakia's internal political de-
veloprnent were "transcending the limits of our purely internal af-
fairs and concern the fraternal countries, as for instance, the Soviet
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parties proposed this to the Central Cornmittee of the Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia but, regrettably, the leaders of the Central
Committee decUned to participate in &e Warsaw Meeting.

Thus, over the past seven months there have been between the Sov-

iet and czechoslivak leaders and the leaders of the other fraternal
parties numerous contacts in diverse forms, in the plocess of lvhich

ifr" CpSU Central Cornmittee unswervingly kept to a consistent an'd

clear-cut stand.
What, in brief, does this stand consist in?
Firstly, from the very outset the CPSU Central Committee treated

with fuit understanding the decisions which the central committee
of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia have take! to- rectify mis-
takes and shortcomings, improve party guidance of 

, 
all spheres of

social life, and develop sociallst democricy. We have a]wa;rs regarded
these decisions as the exclusive concern of the Czechoslovak Com-
munists and all the working people of the Czechoslovak Socialist Re-
public.

Secondly, the CPSU Central Committee constantly emphasized that

the succeisful implementation of the decisions adopted could be

suaranteed only if-the Party execised its leadership and kept the trend
3f cvents undei its full control. Accordingly, attention was repeatedly

drawn to the fact that the weakening of Party guidance created-favor-
able conditions for the actirrization-of Right-wing, and even frankly
counter-reyolutionary forces, aiming to discredit the Communist Party
of Czechosovakia and oust it from power, detach the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic from the socialisf camp and eventually alter the

social system in Czechoslovakia.
Thirdly, the CPSU Central Committe held and continues to hold

that the ?estiny of the socialist gains of the Czechoslovak people, the
destiny of Czechoslovakia as a socialist state linked. with our country
and the other fratemal states by allied commitmets, is not only the

internal concern of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, but the
common concern of the entire socialist camp, the entire Cornmunist
movement. That is why the CPSU Central Committee regards it as

its internationalist duty and obligation to do all in its power to_ facilit-
ate the consolidation 6f the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, the
preservation and the strengthening of socialism in the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic and the defense of Czechoslovakia from the ma-
chinations of imperialism. . . .

II
In the last few months the counter-revolutionary forces of Czech-

oslovakia have been waging a steady campaign to discredit the Com-
munist Party. As a result, the tangible threat has arisen of the Party's
losing its leading positions in society. The activization of anti-Com-
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munist forces was facilitated by the wrong attitude on the part of the
Czechoslovak Comrnunist Par$, leadership, by their depaittire in a
number of issues from the principles of 

-Maixism-I-eniriism. It rvas
precisely the_ repeated calls made by certain leading functionaries of
the Czechoslovak Comm,unist Party "to end the dommunist power
,lo.*poly," "to rem,ove the Farty from power" and "to equafize in
rights" the czechoslovak commlnist paity with the othei politicar
parties, the calls to abandon party guidancel of the state, the e6onomy,
culture, etc., 

_that gave the initial impetus to the unbridled campaign

|Eainst the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, a caynpaign *t i"i
has-been mounted by forces seeking to destroy the Farty^anX deprive
it of its leading role in society. . . . "

The following facts go to show how far matters went.

, An article_by o1e T.im featured in the weekly Literarny Li,sty of last
June 18, saidr "The Communist Party of Czechoslovakiabeari the re-
sponsitrility for all- the rnistakes of the past 20 years since February
1948, for all the ills and crimes in societ-y. . . ." Further: "The Com-
munist Farty 

-of 
cze-choslovakia exercises a leading role without hav-

ing any moral or political rights to do so."
On June 9, J{a_nzglka, an active representative of anti-party forces

came out in Lilad,a Fronta with the alleqation that the on6 and a half
million members of the corninunist ParIy of czechoslovakia had sup-
posedly become fanatics ostensibly made use of by several pari,
"despots" in the intrests of their own personal powei.

At a meeting of the "Club Mlodych'in Semili, one Temicek hys-
terically shouted: "The Communist Party of Czechoslovakia must be
considered the crirninal organization it really was and cast out of
social life." These screechings were at once published in l-iterarg
Li.sty. . . .

Unfortunately some leaders of the Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party of Czechoslovakia did not draw the necessary conclu-
sions from the fact that the country had been caught in the throes of a
frenzied anti-Cornmunist campaign masterminded by counter-revolu-
tionary -forces and patently inspired by irnperialist propaganda. In-
stead o taking determined action to block- attemptJ tJ d"estroy the
Party, these leaders continued to conduct a poii& of transfoiming
the communist Party of czechoslovakia into an amorphous emaciated
organization, a kind of debating club.

In efiect there came to be violated in the Communist partv of
czechoslovakia the cardinal Leninist principles of the organizatio'n of
party life-the principles of democratic centralism and thi ideological
and organizational unity of the Party. The Party stood on the threshold
of legalizing factions, of disintegrating into ;'autonomous" 

organiza-
tions with but feeble links between them. . . .
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Suggestions have been made that some kind of principle o-f auto-
rro*/"fot party bodies and organizations be introduced or that, in
othei words, iri the new situatio"n within the Party their right tq ?dop-t
their own attitudes to the decisions of higher bodies be consolidated.
More than that, it was suggested that thiseparate components of the
Party not be linked by i"l, comon discipline; it was proposed that
they be voluntarily liriked'by "associatife ties," "as a-cooperatively
meiged organization formed fiom below." This would mean the pPIYt
traniforma-tion into a kind of "association' whose members would be
free to act at their own discretion. This thesis cannot be qualiffed
otherwise than as a call for the disintegration of the Party. . . .

It is well known that world reaction does not desist frorn attempts
to capitalize on any weakening in the unity of the ranks of the Com-
rnunilt Farties for stepping up attaclcs agbinst the Communists and
socialism. To undermine party unity in such circumstances is tanta-
mount to giving aid to our class enemies.

III
The mass campaign launched in the colnlry to srnash yP Party

cadres likewise rirr6d to undermine the leading role of the Com-

munist Party of czechoslovakia. The criticism of some of the leaders

who had c6mmitted one or another mistake grew into a wholesale
demand for the mass ouster of leading party functionaries. Both in
the central and local organizationt muriy 

-erperienced 
peopl-e devoted

to the cause of the Par-ty and the wori<ing class, who had selflessly

fought against fascism in the years of the Hitlerite occupation and

hadtakei an active hand in the building of socialism in Czechoslo-

vakia, were removed from office. The atmosphere was created of a

genuine pogrom, of the "moral execution' of cadres. . . .

It has been publicly stated that the Communists ousted from lead-
ing party und |ov"r*irent bodies had in the past- committed mistakes
in-tireir- work.-But to what extent was it iustified to raise on this
ground the issue of political non-conffdence in thousands of func-
tionaries and to expel people from political life virtually for_ no rea-
son than that they-had actively par[icipated in the life of the Party
and eountry prior to the January Plenary {eetjng?- . . .

Eoually dangerous for 
-socialism in Czechoslovakia was the fact

that'alon'g with"the drastic diminution of political organizational work

the CzecLoslovak Communist Party leadership in effect placed into
the hand of the Right-wing antlsocialist forces control over the mass

media for influencing the people ideologically. Many newsPapers as

well as the radio and television of Czechoslovakia were actually at
the disposal of certain groupings who pursued patently an_ti-socialist

aims. h'refutable facts proved that these groupings operated PurPose-
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fully in their attempt to discredit the Communist Party of Czechoslo-
vakia and socialism.

Fublications lil<e Literarny Li,sty, Mlada Fronta, Prace, Lidooo
Democracie, Soobodne Slooo, Zamedelske Nooiny, Student and Re-
pofter carried on frenzied anti- socialist propaganda.

The Czechoslovak working people also openly noted that the mass

propaganda media were being ernployed not in the interests of the
Czechoslovak people but to their disadvantage.Thus, at a nation-wide
rally of the Ciechoslovak activists of the workers' militia, its partici-
pants pointed out that the party leadership and propaganda organs

were taking no steps against the activities of the reactionary elements.

The workers adopted their well-known resolution, and with good rea-

son deerned it necessary to call on the Soviet Embassy with this reso-
lution and ask that it be transmitted to Moscow. So significant a meet-
ing of rvorker representatives, however, did not receive due coverage
in the Czechoslovak press while for a long time its appeal to the Sov-
iet people was concealed frorn the working peopie of Czechosovakia.

The situadon with regard to the communications media aroused
the legitimate anxiety of the working people of the Czechosovak
Socialist Republic. In their letter dated July 18 the workers of the
Avto-Praha plant wrote: "We are categorically against the radio, press
and television creating a bilious amtosphere around the USSR and
the socialist countries and parties. . . Fear for the future of our country
curdles our blood.". . .

IV
Reactionary attempts to destroy the Communist Party and weaken

the positions of socialism in Czechosovakia went hand in hand with
an all-out offensive on Marxist-Leninist ideology. . . .

The Czechoslovak press willingly opened their columns to writings
by outright adversaries of Marxism-Leninisrn. Suffice it to recall the
publication in many Czechoslovak periodicals of articles by the notori-
ous Trotskyite Isaac Deutscher and also excerpts from his book. . . .

One may call to mind the so-called "Memorandum of the People of
Czechoslovakia" drafted by the organizational committee of the self-
styled "Party of True Czechoslovak Socialists," mentioned in Mlad,a
Fronta on ]une 14. With unveiled arrogance the authors of this lam-
poon declaimed: "The law we shall adopt must ban all Communist
activity in Czechoslovakia. We shall forbid the activity of the Com-
munist Party of Czechoslovakia and dissolve it." They further urged
the des8uction of the classic works of N.{arxism-Leninism. . . .

Widely advertised throughout the country was the frankly revisionist
speech of C. Cisai, Secretary of the Central Committee of the Com-
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munist Party of Czechoslovakia, at the Karl Marx 150th anniversary
memorial meeting in Prague. Digging into the essence of this speech
we find that it amounts to apostasy of Leninism, negation of its in-
ternational significance, the denial of the idea of Leninism remaining
the guide to action in present-day conditions. . .

The leaders of the Communist Party in Czechoslovakia have done
nothing to protect the ideological positions of the Cornmunist Party.

The corrosion of these positions rn as undoubtedly facilitated also
by the uncritical non-class approach to certain pages of national
history which is gaining increasing culrency in Czechoslovakia.

It is a fact that there has been revived of late the cult of Masaryk,
who was always a sworn enemy of the Communist rnovement and
one of the masterrninds of intervention against Soviet Russia. trt is
skange that even some Comrnunists in Czechoslovakia sang praises

to a bourgeois personality, at r,vhose orders the Coinmunist Party 
-of

Czechosloirakia u,as periecuted and warrants were issued for the
arrest of its leaders including Klement Gottwald. The cudgels w€re
again taken up for Bene5 who brought the country to Munich. . '

One can hardly understand why in the Czechoslovak press of late
there has been scarcely any mention of outstanding leaders and or-
ganizers of the Communist Pa*y, the internationalists and heroes
of the working class and Communist movement who gave up their
lives in the struggle against the Hitlerite occupationists, in the strug-
gle for socialism and stronger friendship between our peoples.

On the other hand, there have been utterances of appalling political
c,y'nicism, similar to the contribution of one Mlynirek in L'iterarny
Llstq of August 15, in which an attempt was made to besmirch the
entiie history of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, especially
after the Socialist Revolution had taken place in the country, and to
slander Klement Gottwald and whole generations of heroic fighters
of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. . . .

v
. . . a number of Czechoslovak statesmen, including Vice-Premier

O. Sik among others, have of late criticized Czechoslovakia's economic
developmeni and its cooperation with other socialist countries. While
criticism is, of course, a necessary thing, it must at the same time meet
the two criteria of being scientific and objective, of according with
the interests of the working masses and of socialism. But O. Sik's
criticism represents Czechoslovakia's economy as backward and crisis-
stricken. The entire socialist road of Czechoslovakia's econornic devel-
opment is expunged and denigrated. . .

It is, however, generally known that in the output of electricity,
steel, cement, fabrics and footwear, meat and meat products Czecho-
slovakia is ahead of the leading capitalist countries of Europe includ-

ing Britain and_west Germany. czechosrovakia has a rvell cleveloped
engineering industry and-in the_ output of machines per capiti is
somewirere at the top of the world taEle.

The exaggerated ihortcoinings in czechoslovakia's economic de-
ve)opment-were indirectly and aI times directly associated i, irr" pr"ruwith czechoslovakiat economic relations wit'h the ussR. Trarte be-
tween czechoslovakia and the ussR was presentecl in an unfavorable
light.

Let us take some statistics relating to soviet-czechoslovak foreign
|f|{" ou", IPI years between 19E6 and rg68. r; tti; p"iioa tt"
USSR supplied Czechoslovakia with 17 million lonq of griir, ,"a.ly
700,000 tons of cotton, about 70,000 tons of wool, ff 

--i?tiorr'tons 
ofoil, B0 million tons of ores, sorns 2 rnirion tons or: pig irorr-uuo*, z.smillion tons of rolled metal, ggf,000 tons of 

"opp"i 
ip*.-d, ZOO,O00tons each of aluminum rnd read, nearry s.s ;ilii;;i"";;f -apatite

concentrates, 170,000 tons of zinc, more lhan 200,000 tons o[ aslestos,ne.ally 5 million cuLric mete^ of ti*b". urrd 
"l*ori- i,gOO *ifho.,rubles worth of machinery ard other-iquipment. czechosrovakiarvould have had to ply arlund s,800 ndiri;;';;ii;r;';'"""1y 

""r_vertible currency for^the commodiiies.
At the same time 

_9i"_*:d"Jrkia supplies the USSR with targe
quantities of machinery and such 

"orrrrri"i goods as footwear,-iabri&,
garments, haberdasher/, etc. . .

. The.develo?ment-of a socialist economy is a paramount task that
l^".::ltdl in the focus of a*ention of both o"r'nu.ty u"J t-il'otrrertraternal 

-parties. considering its close contacts with'the economicsof the other socialist countriis, the uSSR takes trre 
""toruri, *""r-ures to enable its ecoaornic de^veropment simurtan";*;t;;eet the

:::lo*i? requirements of its frien&s and allies, 
"nd 

tli;1;i; them
:_":o1" less dependent on capitalist countries in their 

""o,oriri. d"_veropment, and to protect them from the sundry dangers emanatingfromimperialism....
unfortunately the discussion of the probrems of economic reformin czechoslovakia . . . foc_ussed, o" ir,L 5rr" t uoa, on wholesale critic_ism of all preceding sociarist economic a"""rop*""t 

-u"i"#iir""'o,r.",
hand, on the propJsal to replace ttre princip-l[r'"-i i,f_r*rr* [, ,n"r_taneous market rerations coupred witrr'extensive opportunities for pri-vate enterprise. Revisionist and counter-revorutio?iary 

"i"*rrir rootadvantage of the economic discussion in the czechoslovak sociarist

["f:l|l;;Pi"ooX'] 
i"'""t upon ';;'ti;s tn" ""iio"i "",,,"""-v to

some leaders of the g*qr*r.Yi3r. sociarist Repubric started torevise a number of key foreign poricy principres ild ;;;t*r".rr,
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which the czechoslovak socialist Republic had eccepted under the

Warsaw Treaty and the bilateral agreement with the USSR'

Under the doviet-Czechoslovak Agreement our two countries have

oledsed to pool efiorts and closely-cooperate for guaranteeing their
'o*rr"r"",r.iai, *a the security oi the 

^other states of the socialist

community.'Th"r" pledges, together with the commitments assumed

U/ tfr" oiher sociilist "states "under bilateral agreements and the

\^?rrr"* Treaty, present a firm and reliable foundation for ensuring

the security o{ each of its signatories.
The Treity signatory states"assumed in common the-solemn pledge

to stand steadfait in t'he defense of the gains of socialism, their own
borders and peace in Europe. . . .

Lately, hoivever, there fiave emerged deffnite trends in Czecho-

slovak ioreigt policy, especially conc"erning European afiairs, which
arouse great apprehensions.

Deffnite attempts were made to attack and weaken the warsaw

Treatv. In pragu6 V. Prchlik, a responsible spokesman for the Central

Cr*ri,rti"" ofin" Communist Paity of Czechoslovakia, assailed the

warsaw Treaty in a public staternent to newsmen and spoke of the

need for revising its structure. . . .

This is a common question for us, the signatories of the Warsaw

Treatv Organiza6orr. to ailow this organizition to be breached is

o"t oi the [uestion. It would be against-the vital interests of all mem-

ber-states o'f th" Warsaw Treaty brganization including those of the

USSR.
The commitments which the socialist states have undertaken in

accordance with the agreements between them require of their sig-

natories the active safEzuarding of their frontiers. How do matters

stand in this respect witfr regardto-Czechoslovakia's western borders?

These borders, 6n the Czec[oslovak side, are in effect open'

A situation developed whereby imperialist secret services poured
saboteurs and spies iito Czechoriouukia. Imperialist agents were able

to smuggle arms into Czechoslovakia. ' . .

The 
"Czechoslovak leaders l<new that West_Germany did not re-

aosnize and did not intend to recognize the boundaries established

i;T;"o;, including the border be-tween the GDR and the FRG'

iir", I S"rfn"ed to Ydemand recognition of its rig-ht to lpeak "for all

6"r*u"r,,, that it still laid clai6 to West Berlin and engineered

sundrv provocations there, that the FRG government had still not

;;;i#d full renunciation of access to nuclear weapons and that it
had not declared that the Munich Pact was invalid from the very

outset.- 
rrr"""rth"less, in czechoslovaha utterences were heard aimed at

achieving a rapprochement with west Germ*I ?i* streagthening

links wif,i it. Iftitters went so far that it was officially stated in the
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name of the Czechoslovak government that Czechoslovakia's Euro-
pean policy should be based largely on the fact that Czechoslovakia
is situated between the USSR and West Germany.

Such an apploach, however, is totally devoid of class content, runs
counter to all historical experience and does not accord with the in-
terests of security of the socialist countries or of Czechoslovakia itself.

Certain functionaries in Czechoslovakia called for a resolution of
its foreign policy towards the West and wanted it to be "more inde-
pendent" of the policy of the USSR and the other socialist countries.
It is easy to discern that they sought to disguise behind the word*independence" their desire to divorce Czeshoslak foreign policy
from the common _policy of the countries of the socialist dr*p.
, Regrettably, such utterances in Czechoslovakia were not drily re-
buffed. . . .

vII
Of late, there have appeared in Czechoslovakia and begun to

operate 
_energe-tically, counter-revolutionary anti-socialist or[aniza-

tions with a deffnite social basis and relying on foreign support, which
more and more frankly laid claims to power. There has in iffect come
into existence in the countuy a politicll opposition aimed to efiect a
capitalist restoration there.'

Throughout the past 20 years there have existed in Czechoslovakia
non-Communist Parties which were part of the National Front. Their
leaders pursued a p_olicy of socialist construction and contributed by
their activity to enlisting_ non-Communist forces in the country for
constructive pursuits. In the past seven months, however, the policies
gf ttSq" paltigs have fundamentally changed. The leadership of the
teople's and Socialist Parties have radically altered their poiicy and,
tngyg\ they still covered up their actions with slogans of iooperation
with the communist Party within the framewoik of the iJational
Front have in effect gone towards the establishment of a legal oppo-
sition. In their provisional program documents the leaders of these
two non-communist parties have laid claims to equal representation
with the communist Party in the exercise of porvei. ThiJ took pla.ce
in spring'.By July no one made any attempf to hide the facithat
the real aim w-as to oust the Communist pirty from power and set
up_a new non-Communist national leadership: '

The role that the czechoslovak Social Deriocratic party played in
th.e pagt iq m9ry or Less a matter of common knowledge . . . tir" nignt_
wing leaderyhip 9f this Party vigorously supportei reaction in its
struggle against communists ind ierved'ur *^iblirbl" buttress of the
bourgeois regime.

In 1948, when the honest revolutionary elements of the Social Dem_
ocratic Party joined forces with the communists, this party ceased to
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exist. This year, hor,vever . . the process of reviving the Party was

actually started.
Wid6ly circulated in Frague on June 12 was a docurnent bearing the

title: "Pbsition of the City Preparatory Committee of the Czecho-
slovak Social Democratic Party with Respect to the Fresent Political
Situation." This document stated that, after a Z}-yeat break, the
Social Democratic Party was returning to the political scene and
claimed that the party had never ceased to exist either juridically or
as "an expression of a definite concrete political concept." The June
1948 merger with the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia was Pro-
claimed "invalid."

On June 21, the Preparatory Committee of the Czechoslovak Social
Democratic Farty held a meeting in Prague in which Social Dem-
ocrais from some of the regions of Bohemia and Moravia \,!'ere repre-
sented. After that meeting regional and district committees and hun-
dreds of local organizations of the Social Democratic Party r,vere
formed. The Party began to act, moreover, against the Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia. . . .

A frankly counter-revolutionary organization was the "Club-231"

currentiy headed by such men as the old fascist Brodsky, the former

bourgeois General Paleiek, imperial secret service agents liambau5ek

and Czech who earlier received sentences for espionage, and others,

all hard-bitten vicious enemies of socialism.

Another patently anti-socialist organization which r,'l'as exceptionally

active and sought to ath'act to its membership intellectuals, factory
r,vorkers and servicemen, was the "Club of Non-Party Activists," whose

ideological leader was It an Svitak, an expelled mernber of the Com-

munist Party of Czechoslovakia. He worked out the strategy and
tactics of this organizaiion and in a wordy siatement published in
the magazin e Reporter painted a firll picture of the stage-by-stage
ouster of the Communists from power and of the advent to power of
anti-Communists through an emergency parliarnentary election.

The gravity of the situation obtaining in the country and the need
for urgent action to cr.rt short the activities of hostile forces were par-
ticularly clearly demonstrated by the publication and extensive poP-
ularization of that frankly counter-revolutionary platform, the "Two
Thousand Words" appeal. This document which is directly aimed
against the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia contains an outriglit
call for struggle against the constitutional authority. . . .

Under the slogan of "removing conservatives from the bodies of

state power," dernands were more anci t:ore vigorously made for
early elections to the National Assembly. Representatives of Right-

I
I
I

,
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wing organizations strove to ensure defeat of the Communist party at
these elections. rn other words, this meant an outright atiempt to
stage a counter-revolutionary coup.

Though counter-revolution sought to achieve a quiet take-over
without an armed conflict, it anticipated other possibilities. It is a
known fact that secret arms caches have been discovered; this shows
that the forces of reaction did not rule out an armed confiict with the
supporters oI socialism. An association of officers of the erstwhile
Benei army, known as the "Association of Servicemen Abroad," was
formed. On the other side of Czechoslovakia's borders, in close prox-
imity to thern, large groups of counter-revolutionaries moved up and
joined forces, some of which were armed and infiltrated czechoslo-
vakia. At a Prague University school gathering, Svitak bluntly an-
nounced that for the sake of establishing the principle of democratiza-
tion and attaining "absolute fieedom" it was possible that the country
might choose to fight a civil war.

VIII
As a result of the activities of Right-wing, anti-socialist and counter-

revolutionary forces in czechoslovakia, the tangible threat loomed of
a counter-revolutionary coup and the loss of the gains of socialism.
This was precisely the main cause of anxiety which the cpsu and
other traternal parties have shown over the political developments
taking place in Czechoslovakia. . . .

.I,.oyal lg tl* principles of internationalism and moved by the soti_
darity with fraternal czechoslovakia and responsibility for the des-
tiny of socialism on our continent, the leaders or a number of fraternal
lvarsaw-Treaty member-states decided to get toegther with the leaders
of the czechoslovak socialist Republic in order to have a comradely
discussion of the current situation, to sketch a way out of the situation
a,d to ofler assistance. unfortunately, the leaders of the central
committee of the communist party of czechoslovakia reiectecl
this proposal and did not wish to meei in warsaw. The situation rvas
such, however, that the fi'aternal parties were fully justified, politically
and-morally, in holding such a meeting.

The warsaw Meeting demonstratea irre ruu unity of the five com-
munist and workers'parties, their unshakeabre coLesion and resorve
to rebufi the machinations of counter-revolutionary forces. .

The CPSU and other fraternal parties of the sociarist countries

lepeatedly called the attention of the czechoslovak communist party
leadership to this. our own experience, and the experience of politi-
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cal struggle accumulated by other fiaternal parties_ and socialist coun-

tries, tei6h us that one cannot turn one's back and shut one's eyes to

the danger of counter-revolution. A conciliatory apprgac]r, the delib-

erate biittling of the danger and even flirting with the_.forces of

counter-revolu-iion, l'urnish reaction with opportunities of working

towards the abolition of socialism. on the basis of an analysis of the

facts and phenomena accurring in the czechoslovak socialist Repu!-
Iic, the f'iaternal parties emphasized that a broad-scale onslaug-ht

against socialism was being eflected in czechoslovalcia, with the

Iorces of counter-revolution playing the most active role in the affair.

In the implementation of this anti-socialist offensive, external forces,

the forcei oI counter-revolution and Right-wing revisionist elements

in the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia objectively converged'

In endeavoring to suPPort the brother-Communists and all the

working people of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, and averting
a dangerous turn of events in Czechoslovakia, the Communist and

Workers' Parties of the socialist countries applied every means to

this end. Such was the aim of the Cierna-nad-Tissou Meeting between

the Politbureau of the CPSU Central Committee and the Presidium

of the central committee of the communist Party of czechoslovakia

and of the Bratislava Conf'erence of the representatives of six Com-
munist and Workers' Parties of the socialist states that followed. At
these meetings the representatives of the Central Committee of the

Communist Party of Czechoslovakia gave assurances that they would
take urgent and concrete measures to stabilize the situation in the

country and to consolidate and defend socialist gains. But after the

Cierna Meeting and the Bratislava Conference the leading bodies of
the Czechoslovakia Socialist Republic did nothing to rebuff counter-
revolution, while the Right-wing anti-socialist forces intensified their
activities still turther. . . .

. . . The anti-socialist forces organized drives to collect signatures
to petitions demanding the disbandonment of the workers' militia.
These drives were accompanied by rallies and demonstrations of an
anti-socialist nature. Communist speakers at these meetings were
rudely forced to leave the floor and even manhandled. A rabid anti-
socialist campaign has again been launched in the press. The harsh
persecution which reaction unleashed against the 99 Avto-Praha
workers, solely for their having boldly risen for the defense of the
socialist gains of the working class and of the friendship between
the peoples of Czechoslovakia and the USSR, is common knowledge.
With the assault of the offices of the secretariat of the Central Com-
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mittee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in Prague, the
rampage of the past few days reached its peak. . . .

"The extremist forces," says a group of members of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, the Govern-
ment and the National Assembly of the Czechoslovak Socialist Re-
public in their appeal, "turned a deaf ear to all party appeals, and
are stepping up their wrecking activities in an efiort to precipitate
the conflict at any cost." At stake was everything that the working
people of the Czechoslovak Republic have created over the past 20
years, all the achievements of socialism. Threatened were not only
Czechoslovakia's progress along the road of socialist democracy,
which the people of the Czechoslovak Republic took in January, but
also the very foundations of socialism, the Republic itself.

The atmosphere thus created was totally unacceptable to the
socialist nations. It was necessary to act in this atmosphere, act pur-
posefully and decisively, without delay. It is precisely for this reason
that the Soviet Union and the other socialist states resolved to satisfy
the request made by party and state leaders of the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic to provide the fraternal Czechoslovak people with
urgent assistance including help with armed forces.

All the socialist nations hold the destiny of socialist czechoslovakia
close to heart. They cannot tolerate the prospect of their cornmon
enemies jolting czechoslovakia off the socialist road and creating the
danger of separating it from the socialist community. The peoples of
our countries have paid too heavy a price and shed too much blood in
the hard battle of the last war, and in the struggle for social and
n_ational emancipation, to allow counter-revolution to pluck czecho-
slovagia out of the family of the socialist states.

The defense of socialism in czechoslovakia is not only the concern
of the people of that country; it is also a question of defending the
positions of world socialism. It is precisely for this reason that we
are supporting the peoples of czechoslovakia in the defense of the
gains of socialism. By rendering fraternal internationalist support to
our czechoslovak comrades, to the communists and entire czechoslo-
vak people, we are discharging our internationalist obligation and
duty to them and to the international communist, workinf chss and
national liberation movement. For us this duty comes before every-
thing else.
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The [rucial Electinns nf I9EB

The Democralic and Republican party machines, and especially

their Presidential candidatei Hubert Humphrey and Richard Nixon,

obviously want to forget their recent national conventions. They just

don't tali about what happened at Miami Beach or Chicago. There is,

however, a maior debate among the voters of the two major parties

concerning the role of the conventions with 76 per cent, according to

a Gallup poll, now in favor of nominating Presidential candidates by
a national primary instead of by conventions.

The major political upsurge, which has been growing within this

country over the recent years, around the dernand for an end to the

U.S. war of aggression in Vietnam, for an end to racism and poverty
at home, for a new set of priorities in government policy, came to a

clirnax at the conventions, especially at the convention of the Demo-

cratic Party in Chicago. The main emphasis at both conventions
was to stifle and ignore the upsurge, and since the conventions, to
welcome the aid of George Wallace, the candidate of the ultra-Right,
in that objective.

The conventions of the two major parties need to be examined with
the aim of determining what alternatives face the people of our
country and how the massive popular movement for economic and
democratic advance, for freedom and peace, can be further unfolded
to exert pressure on the outcome of these crucial elections.

The RepubLican Conoention Gathers on an lsl,and,

Miami Beach, Florida, became the host to the Republican conven-
tion from August 5 through August 8, in the hope that it would pro-
vide isolation from the people and especially from any possible dem-
onstrations. While the television crews tried their best to give the
convention some popular flavor, the content was not there. It was a
flat convention.

The platform was adopted without debate. It has some 20 sub-
heads, but not a single one presenting a program which in any way
reflected the needs ol black Americans. There is a passing reference
to the black communrty in the preamble on domestic policy which
states, "that the incidence of poverty is consistently greater aulong
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Negroes, Mexican-Americans, Indians and other minority grcups."
There is nothing more. The black community battled to be heard
across the bridges in Miami but their angy voices did not penetrate
the convention hall and were not heeded in the platform deliberations.
Of the 1,333 delegates in attendance, only 2l were black Americans.

Nixon carne to the convention with every preferential primary
except Massachussetts, and after a heavy year of campaigning.
Rockefeller and Reagan, who entered late into the campaign, were
unable to stop him on the first ballot. When Senator Mark Hatfield of
Oregon made his nominating speech for Nixon around the theme of
peace, the speculation arose that he would be the Vice-Presidential
candidate. But Nixon cleared everything with the ultra-Right racist
Senator Strom Thurmond, and the choice went to Governor Spiro
Agnew of Maryland. This satisfied Reagan of California, Toweri of
Texas and other ultra-Right racists. While this move gained the ap-
proval of Rockef'eller and Lindsay, it created a revolt among many
delegates, with some voting for Governor George Romney in protest
against Agnew.

The atmosphere of heavy-handed domination, as well as the
speeches and nominations, pushed the Republican convention towanl
the ultra-Right position. That Barry Goldwater got the biggest ova-
tion of any person except Nixon is indicative of the temper of the
gathering. This added to the isolation of the convention from the
realities and problems of the American people.

In his acceptance speech, Nixon used every deniagogic device he
could muster to reach the American people. He spoke of Eisenhower
and his illness; he congatulated his opponents; he praised Spiro
Agnew; he re-dedicated the country to the spirit of the American
Revolution oI \776 and promised "action' abroad and at horne.
Criticizing the Johnson Administration policies in Vietnam, he pointed
out that, "Never has so much military and economic and diplomatic
power been used so inefiectively." He promisedr "We shall always
ne-gotiate from strength and never from weakness." And he virtually
called lbr military action against North Korea which he labe[ed a
"fourth-rate military power."

Nixon s speeches since the convention are replete with demagogy
and "carrot and club" promises. His running mate, Spiro Agnew,
blurts out all his racist and. ultra-Right bigotry. The serious difier-
ences of such Senators as Aiken and Morton have been submerged,
while Lindsay, Brooke, Rockefeller and Romney have joined the
pampaign with Reagan, Towers, Thurmond and Dirksen.
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Behi,nil Barbed' Witet The Democratic Party Corusention

While the Democratic Party convention in Chicago, August 25-28'

displayed the same heavy-hancled control by the machine, yet-it was in

tfrJ main vastly di{terenl than the Republican convention. The strug-

gle and ,prrrg" inside and outside the convention have become the

[oint of iuloi debate-a debate which Hubert Humphrey and the

iarty machine attempt to stifle. But the debate cannot be silenced and

iviu undoubtedly continue even more after the November 5th elections.

IntlreAmphitheaterbehindbarbedwirefences,inthehotels
,rrJ", poli"e lrd federal surveillance, and in the streets and parks

fi[ed #th police and National Guardsmen, backed by army units

liom Fort ilood and Fort Carson, the convention was held in a

police-stateatmosphere.Theconflictthatexplodedinside.thecon-
irention hall demonstrated the frantic determination of the party

machine to remain in control but could not dampen the rising revolt

that continued to assert itself throughout the sessions. while the

Johnson-Ilumphrey-Daley machine prevailed at the end, the struggle

ior indepenaJnt potitical expression and action, within and outside the

Democitic partjr, was giv&r a new spurt forward by these develop-

ments.

The war plank in the platform be-came the major qu-estion-before

the convention. The ptarit< finatty adopted was dictated by Lyndon

n.-1or.oro" and gives full sanction to fiis policies. But-it]ecame the

p"ili .r sharp dZbate at the Washington hearings and the Pletform

CommitteesessionsinChicagobeforetheconvention,andthen
when it reached the convention floor'

ForweekspriortotheconventionitwasrumoredthatHubert
Humphrey iniended to "re-examine everything, 

-in-cluding..Vietnam
nolici.,, since he was determined to be "captain of the team" and not

;,;;L;"robot,, of Johnson. In the meantime walter Reuther and clark

Kerr were working out a formula which was to be sornething new in

the area of comprornise and would satisfy everybody. McGovern and

McCarthy had ilearly defined their positions. McCarthy even indi
cated his willingness to arrive at a Peace formula under which Ted

Kennedy could lecome the candidate for President with his suppolt.

But tire President intervened. He made a jingoistic speech to the

American Legion Convention which called for more war and no end

to the bombing. Humphrey got the message. The plank was written

endorsing the Johnson policy-bombs, napalm and escalation. George

Meany iushea to approve. In a one-hour meeting with Reuther,
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Humphrey told him that was the way things were. It was Johnson's
policy that became the majority position of the Platform Committee.

the minority endorsed the McGovern-McCarthy stand for an end to
the bombing and a corrrse which would bring peace to Vietnam.

The two ieports went to the convention floor. In order to limit the

impact of the debate, the machine tried to place the question for
discussion by the delegates shortiy after midnight on Tuesday,

August 23, when the country would be in bed. The supporters of the
peace plank shouted for a recess. The whole convention was in an

uproar. The session was finally recessed until the following day at
noon.

Phillip Burton of California, Paul O'Dwyer and Theodore Sorenson
of New York, Kenneth O'Donnell of Massachusetts, Albert Gore of
Tennessee and lVayne Morse of Oregon carried the main fight for
the minority report on the convention floor. Edmund Muskie of
Maine, Gale McGee of Wyoming, Warren Hearnes of Missouri, Ed
Edmondson of Okiahoma and Hale Boggs of Louisiana defended the
majority report. When Pierre Salinger declared: "If Robert Kennedy
were alive today, he would be on the platform speaking for the
minority plank," a "Stop the War" demonstration swept the con-
vention hall.

The final vote rvas 1041X for the minority peace plank and 146711for

the majority war plank. Those states which voted overwhelmingly for
the peace plank were California, Ner.v Yor\ District of Columbia,

Iowa, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Hampshire, Ore-

gon, Vermont and Wisconsin. There was a division in the vote in all
states except Texas, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands,

which voted solidly for the majority and South Dakota, which voted
solidly tbr the minority.

The close vote emphasized the deep split within the Democratic
Party on this issue, the subservience of Humphley to ]ohnson, and the
reflection of the massive popular pressure for ending the genocidal
war in Vietnam. Indeed, seldorn before had official policy faced so de-
termined a challenge. This was an unprecedented development.

Actually, the first struggle in the convention was the fight against
seating the racist delegations from Mississippi, Georgia, Texas, North
Carolina and other southern states. This struggle unfolded a week
prior to the convention at the sessions of the Credentials Committee.
The key figure in this battle was ]ulian Bond, who became the spokes-
man for each challenging delegation.

The fight to seat the delegation of the Freedom Democratic Party
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and to unseat the racist regular delegation from Mississippi was lvaged
for tlvo days, in sharp conkast to the back-door manipulations and

compromise of four years ago. The battle was won. The regular dele-
gation went home. For the first time at a Democratic Party con-
vention, the Souther:n Dixiecrats suftered a defeat.

The ffght to seat the Georgia delegation headed by Julian Bond
resulted in a 50-50 compromise with the unseating of one-half of the
Maddox delegation. When the convention wound up on the first
night in disorder on the credentials fights, Iulian Bond was the cooi-
est and most commanding figure, while Maddox of Georgia and Con-
nolly of Texas were frantic and bewildered. On the next day, Maddox
removed himself as a Presidential candidate and grabbed a plane
for home.

The fight against racist practices and for more adequate Negro

representation was launched at a pre-convention meeting of the Na-
tional Committee of Inquiry, headed by Congressman John Conyers

of Michigan, with some 250 black Americans in attendance. This
recently established organization made clear that blacks will no

longer be satisffed to vote for candidates selected by others, but will
insist on a voice in the selection of all nominees. At a caucus of the
300 black convention delegates, Reverend Channing Phillips, of
Washington, D.C. was nominated as candidate for President. On the
floor of the convention the nomination was Presented by Philip
Stern, a white delegate from Washinton, D.C., and seconded by
Congressman Conyers. That was a historic ffrst.

The determination of the black delegates and their white sup-
porters to have their voices heard was again dramatized in the nomina-
tion of Julian Bond for Vice President by Ted Warshafsky of Wiscon-
sin in "the interest of what the party can become" not only for the
"affluent delegates but also for the young people who march in the
parls."

A major feature of the convention was the rising anger among a
substantial section of the delegates against the police-state atmosphere
inside the hall and the police violence directed against the peace
demonstrators on the outside. This exploded into a demand to recess
the convention and move it to another city which the machine-domi-
nated platform sidestepped.

Mayor Richard Daley was the eommander of the police-state
operation which put delegates through ffve check-points of identiffca-
tion before they could get on the floor of the convention; which put
a barbed wire fence around the convention hall to keep out every-
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one eise; which set up a special police-guarded highway on which
the delegates travelled in special buses from the hotels. A iiteral army
of police and National Guardsmen surrounded the hotels which
housed the delegates, the Amphitheater and the main thorougbfare,
N{ichigan Ave. The rage of the delegates boiled over when they
witnessed the fierce brutality unleashed against peace demonstrators
and many innocent bystanders.

The peace demonstrators had been called to Chicago by the Na-
tional Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam. The plan
was to hold a number of educational and peaceful demonstrations,
picket lines, aud a march to the Ampitheater which was to conclude
with a mass rally. A permit was granted for a rally held in Grant
Park on Wednesday, August 28, which had an attendance of some
15,000.

The Youth International Party, known as Yippies, called on their
supporters to come to Chicago to ioin in the peace protest.

Representatives of the National Mobilization Committee, and of
the Yippies separately, asked permission for the demonstrators to
sleep in Lincoln Park since they had no housing facilities. But the

city bluntly relused. On Sunday night, August 25, at 11 P.M', the
Cliicago poiice swarmed into Lincoln Park and with blind fury,
wildly wielding theil clubs and firing tear gas, drove the young
people out of the park. This was repeated on Monday night, when
200 clergyrnen joined the young people, and again on Tuesday, when
even newspaper reporters and cameramen were brutally manhandled.

Tlre most furious assault took place on Wednesday. The police
broke up the rally at Grant Park with clubs and tear gas. When
the demonstrators reassembled and lined up to march to the conven-
tion site they vvs1" blocked by the police. The demonstrators then
moved out of the park in small groups and r,valked back to Conrad
Flilton Hotel where they were met with the most merciless storm-
trooper violence-televised for the entire country to witness-with
hundreds of injured who were cared for in nearby hospitals and in
the emergency aid centers set up by the McCarthy headquarters in
the hotel.

This vicious assault reverberated throughout the convention hall.
A number of outstanding political ftgures denounced the attack

from the platform; meetings of protest were organized by many
delegations; a candle-Iight parade of delegates, led by PauI O'Dwyer,
took place at I A.M.; and there was no let-up in the protests until the
very end of the convention. Eugene McCarthy, who had witnessed
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the beating and gassing of the demonstrators from his hotel room

spoke to tlie demonstrators at their final rally the next_day.--He was

warmly introduced by Dick Gregory as "Brother Cene."

During the week 650 demonstrators were arrested and 1,000 in-
jured. But this did not halt the police. They set out to do a clean-up
job the day after the convention when in the early hours of the
morning they raided the McCarthy headquarters at Conrad Hilton
Hotel, clubbing the young people and smashing the furniture, and

ejecting everyone from the headquarters.

John Cogley, now with the Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions in Santa Barbala, California, minces no words in de-

scribing these events in an article entitled "Why Chicago Had to Be

Bloody' (National Cathokc Reporter, September 11). He writes:

One should be careful about branding any group as "fascist."
Certainly, the Chicago stormtroopers have no ideological prefer-
ence foi anything but the Daiey brand of "democracy." But, if
the police durinf those terrible days were not consciously fas-
cistic-, it was beCause they were not consciously anything. They
are servile agents of the man-with-the-clou! nothing more. Con-
scious or not, their behavior was fascistic. The city in August, 1968,
was as close to the great fascist centers of power in the 193Os as

anything America has yet seen.
It was no surprise then, that as soon as public criticism threat-

ened to mount, the next big weapon was the Big Lie.

"Unfounded charges of extreme provocation wete made," Cogley
goes on to say, but "the fact is that there was no law and order on
the streets of Chicago."

The sadism and insane brutality of the Chicago stormtroopers,

and the frantic efiorts of the Daley machine to use the Big Lie to
cover up this bloody deed, cannot overshadow the signiffcant battles

that took place inside the convention hall.
The tens of millions who watched the convention on television, or

read the extensive coverage in the press, could only conclude that the

McCarthy rnovement had a significant impact on all its deliberations.

While the supporters of McCarthy and other opposition candidates

were unable to halt the steamroller for Hubert Humphrey, they
gave expression to the growing revulsion against the Johnson policies
and the demand for change among wide sections of the electorate.
What is rnore, they helped to bring out into the open the wide breach
that was developing within the Democratic Party between machine
politics and people's aspirations. The vote on the first ballot gave
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Humphrey L,76L1A votes, McCarthy 691, McGovern 1461i and Phillips
|Tli.Tltts vote by no means reflects the full strength of the opposition.

The primaries, prior to the convention, were a better barometer' The

comlilete disregard of the wishes of the voters in the ffnal outcome of
the convention, only gives further evidence that nothing can now
halt the further disarray and splintering of the Dernocratic Party.

In the final hours of the convention, many non-machine delegates,

refecting the temper of their supporters at home, refused to jump on
the Flumphrey bandwagon. A substantial number made clear they
would not campaign for the Humphrey-Muskie ticket but would con-

centrate their efibrts on local and Congressional candidates, while
further expanding their independent formations to battle another
day. Still others indicated their determination to create a new Party-
one more responsive to the people and no't subservient to a politi-
cal machine.

Clearly a new political realignment is taking shape which, in the
months ahead, will give rise to various new forms for independent
political action, both inside and outside of the Dernocratic Party,
which can help lay the foundations for the rise of a mass people's
party, a party free from the domination of big business and its
political representatives.

What Lies Ahead,

The nomination of Humphrey and Nixon by the two major party
conventions, and the candidacy of the ultra-Rightist, racist and fascist

George Wallace, presents the American people with a grave political
situation. Neither Humphrey nor Nixon ofier an alternative to the

threat of reaction and fascism inherent in the challenge of the lVallace
Third Party. Neither of them can be relied upon to respond positively
to the crisis issues that face the people in the political, social and

econornic arenas.

This becomes clear lrom the stand of the candidates on all major

issues. on september 10, while taping a television Plogram in Los

Angeles, Hubert Humphrey, who is desperately tlling to pr-esent a

hbJrd image, stated bluntly that "it was sure that he, Richard Nixon

and George Wallace were in general agreement on the course to

follow in Vietnam." Thus on the central issue, which has aroused into

action millions of Americans, there is unity among them, inciuding

Wallace whose advocates have rnore than once intimated their readi-

ness to use the ultimate weapon as a way of ending the war in
Vietnam.
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There is unanimig among them also on the issues confronting the

black people in the urban and rural ghettos. While empty promises

are *a,le to renew the war on poverty, both Humphrey and Nixon

are in actuality planning not a war against Poverty but against the

ghetto rebellions, to keep demonstrators ofi the streets, to silence the

black militants. They are pounding the drums for more federal power
against "crime in the streets" for the "restoration of law and order."
FLw indeed can fail to realize that this is a tlreat aimed not at the

real criminals but against the black people, with the obiective of
inflaming racist prejudices in order to enact new repressive measures

and justify police violence.
Here both Humphrey and Nixon echo WaIIace' Itre now demands

"two years of full police Power" to deal with crime and dissent. His
target is the black liberation movement, the peace advocates and
organized labor. His campaign is overtly racist, anti-labor and anti-
peace. Like all fascists before him, he demands that Communists be

fired from their jobs and imprisoned. In his definition of "Communist"
he includes every dissenter of the war in Vietnam, every opponent of
racism, every black fighter for human dignity, every militant trade
unionist, and every person who opposed the impeachrnent of Chief

Justice Earl Warren.
All the more is it essential-in the remaining weeks of the election

campaign and thereafter-to expand the struggles around the unre-
solved day-to-day issues that confront the people. More vigorous
actions are ealled for demanding an end to the war in Vietnam, for
jobs for the unemployed and underemployed black millions, for low-
cost housing, against the skyrocketing prices and taxes, etc., etc., etc.
Not only the Presidential candidates but every siugle candidate for
office should be compelled to answer to the electorate on how he
stands on these vital iisues of the day. Around such issues, the broad-
est possible unity can be established in every community throughout
the country, regardless of differences on positions toward the Presi-
dential candidates.

The question disturbing many voters who normally vote the eolumn
of one or the other maior party is: whom shall we vote for on
November Sth? There is open disavowal of both Humphrey and
Nixon. Among many voters, and especially among young people who
had actively campaigned for McCarthy or Kennedy, there is con-
siderable feeling for boycotting the elections altogether. This would
be self-def'eating.

There is much work to be done by those who may not yet be ready
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to vote for independent candidates at the top of the ticket. A great

cleal of activity is necessary to defeat ultra-Right and reactionary

candidates and to elect men and women to Congress and the state

legislatures who will advance the fight for peace, economic security and

Negro equality. Thus, it was quite significant that Julian Bond came

to New York to campaign for PauI O'Dwyer for the U.S' Senate'

O'Dwyer's consistent stand at the Chicago convention; his refusal to

support Humphrey; his firm position on ending the war in Vietnam;
his record as a labor attorney-all these ofier a broad basis for uniting
voters, in and outside of the major parties, for the conduct of a r'vinning

campaign. This is true in other Senatorial and Congressional races

in practically every state of the union.o
fhere is an urgent need, as well to keep to a minimurn the vote that

George Wallace will get on November 5th. It is disturbing that many
who have become disillusioned with both the Democratic and Repub-
Iican Parties speak of voting for Wallace as a form of protest. Wallace
,represents not a democratic protest but the rnost vile, racist, ultra-
Right camp in the country. A large vote for Wallace can serye only as

pressure to move the government further to the Right and thereby halt
any chance for soeial advance.

As matters stand today, only organized labor is conducting a mas-
sive educational campaign exposing the true face of George Wallace.
The fact that this campaign is encumbered by the support of Humph-
rey by the top o{ficialdom of the AFL-CIO, must not become an ob-
stacle to spreading the literature that is being issued into every shop
and union, into every project and community, It is essential to con-
vince every McCarthy supporter, every peace advocate, every militant
black fighter, every worker and every democrat that Wallace must
be dealt a decisive defeat in the self-interest of every community,
every union and every ghetto.

A meaningful protest, one that could strengthen the forces of peace
and progress in the country, would be to record a huge vote for the
Presidential tickets of the new parties that have arisen in many
states, ol for the Communist Presidential ticket. The Freedom
and Peace Party in New York and the Peace and Freedom Party in
Pennsylvania are campaigning for Dick Gregory for President and
Mark Lane for Vice President. Similar groupings in other states have
nominated Dick Gregory for President and a favorite son for Vice

*In New York, the Communist Party organization supports llerman
Ferguson, a black militant educator, running on the Freedorn and Peace
Party for U.S. Senator. There may be similar instances in other states.
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President. In some states the Peace and Freedom Party has put for-

ward Eldridge Cleaver for President and a local representative as

Vice President. lVhatever difierences may exist on one or another

programmatic demand or personality, these formations do ofier an

alternative to independent voters and to many who are disillusioned
with Humphrey and Nixon.

Our Pariy has put forward its own presidential ticket for the ftrst

time in 28 years,'with charlene Mitchell for President and N'Iichael

Zagarell for Vice President. While the Communist campaign will in
thJ main be a "write-in," it offers vast opportunities for presenting

the true position of our Party on the issues of the day to millions in

every citf and. state of the country, to spread and increase the reader-

ship'of our press and to build the Communist Party.

fh"." is i,videspreacl interest in the Communist candidates, espe-

cially in the persin of Charlene Mitchell, as is demonstrated by the

,rr*"oorr television and radio interviews, the wide newspaper cov-

erage, and the meetings that have been held on the camPu-ses, at

sho!-gates and in thJ communities. There has been considerable

atte"tin to the candidacy of Charlene Mitchell in the "women's

Pages" of major newspapers. One newspaper headlitred its- story:
;tc=ommrrnist C-andidateir i ttipt" Threat-A \Moman, Black, and Red"'

The response to the candidates wherever they have been indicates

a ,erewed interest in the Communist answer to the crisis problems

that cry out for solution.

It is regrettable that in some sections of the Party there is an under-

estimatioi of the significance of this campaign in reestablishing the
full legality of our Pirty in the country' R-egardless of tlil many other

tasks In which Communists are involved, it is essential to get oul

candidates before the people, to distribute the communist platform

and other literature in millions of copies, and to convince tens upon

tens of thousands to vote Communist in 1968'

In whatever area of electoral activity people are involved today,

the political objective must be to lay the,gro-undwork for a mass

breaicaway from the two-party system, for the development o{ rnany

forms of independent poliiicai foimations, and moving forw_ard to the

creation and Luilding-ot " 
mass people's party of the working class,

the Negro people, utl *t o stani for peace, democracy and social

progless.

GEORGE MHTERS

The Alliance for Lahor Actinn

The formation of the Alliance for Labor Action (ALA) by the

Teamsters Union and the United Automobile Workers is a major

event in the life of the American labor movement. Initiated by these

two giants of organized labor, with their substantial treasuries and a

combined membership of close to four million workers, the ALA has

a potential co*parubl" to the birth of the Congress of Industrial
Organizations.

Rising living costs and skyrocketing taxes, stimulated by the huge

outlays"for thi genocidal war in Vietnam, and the intensified rate of

exploitation on ihe iob, have generated a new wave of militancy in
th6 working class. The widespread dissatisfaction within the ranks of

labor has frven rise to new pressures for change to meet-the chal-

lenges of the present. The ALA could very well become the instru-

ment through wtrictr these changes could be accomplished.

The ALA comes forward at a time when the bankruptcy of the

AFL-CIO leadership was never more painfully apparent. In a, crucial

presidential election year, this labor body has been rendered politi-
cally impotent by its subservience to the discredited ]ohnson-
Humphrey Administration. In a period of vital labor upsurge, it is

mired down in the cold-war swamP of rendering total adherence to
the policies of U.S. imperialism, typified by its shameful support of
the odious war against the people of Vietnam.

What is the ALAP First of all, what is it notP It is not a new labor

federation competing with the existing organization. It is not a merger

of the TeamstJrs and the united Automobile workers. Both unions

retain their independence and autonomy. It is an alliance between

these two unions-the largest in the country-and any other unions that

might want to join with thern, around a common Program to revital-

ize"the labor movement. AFL-CIO affiliates, as well as independent

unions, are welcome to enter the ALA without breaking other organi-

zational ties and commitments.

The program to which In" ,*olorrrair| ,rnior,s will commit their
ffnancei, olganizers and other resources, is briefly stated in the

introduction to the "Declaration of Purpose":
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The ALA will assist all bona ffde labor organizations which are
prepared to cooperate in and contribute to joint efforts to advance
the'interests of horkers and their families *d to join with others
in the community to promote the general welfare and to improve
the quality of life for all American people.

The ALA will devote its efforts and contribute its resources
affirmatively and constructively to the tasks of assisting in organ-
izing the millions of unorganized, strengthening collective bargain-
ing and dealing with critical political, social and economic problems
of the day.

In the '?rogram for joint Action" the Teamsters and the UAW
agree to "join in a common efiort to get the American labor movement

on the march and help America find creative and constructive answers

to the urgent problems we face as a nation."
The program details its objective along the following lines:_

1. Assrst in Orgatizing the Unorganized. Recognizing that the

majority of workers in the United States are unorganized, the ALA de-

clares that it is prepared to aid cooperating unions in launching a

national campaign to organize "millions of unorganized workers into
appropriate organizations" for the purPose of providing these workers

wiin ' tne beneiits and protection of collective bargaining, while adding
the strength o[ their numbers to the American labor movement."

Vast numbers of low-paid lvorkers in the South, and in all parts of
the country, are ripe for union organization. In the South, the great
maiority of the workers remain unorganized. They are to be found in
the textile and garment industry, in lumber, woodworking and furni-
ture, in chemical, rubber and plastic, in food processing and meat
packing, as well as in shops related to the auto, rnachine and electrical
industries, and may others.

Conditions have so matured in the South today, that a coordinated
drive based on black and white unity, with the help of the freedom
movement, student activists and progressive forces in the churches and
community organizations, can assure a major breakthrough for labor.
A successful organizing drive in the South, will not only strengthen
the power of the labor movement, but speed the political demise of
the racist, anti-labor, jingoistic Dixiecrats.

Nationally, there are the laundry workers, hospital w'orkers and
others in the service trades-not to mention the millions of white
collar workers and government employes-that cry out for organiza-
tion. A large proportion of the unorganized are Negroes, Mexican-
Americans and other minorities who are forced to work at starvation
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wages. Their poverty-level wages fbrce many of them onto welfare
rolls in order to survive, Only if organized, can their lot be improved.

The ALA makes special mention of the need to organize the hun-
dreds of thousands of agricultural workers and migratory farm
workers.

2. Coord.irwted Collectioe Bargaining. The rise of giant conglomer-
ate corporations-cutting across a number of industries \Mith little
relation to each other-confront the labor movement with difficult and
complex problems in safeguarding the hard-won gains of the mem-
bers. This, together with the eftects of automation and other techno-
logical changes, have compelled a number of unions to join together
in collective bargaining, not only in industry-wide negotiations, but
against individual giant corporations, such as General Electric. (The
eight-month long strike of the coppff workers was finally won only
after 26 unions, led by the United Steel Workers, banded together to
force meaningful negotiations. )

The growth of the monopolies, the development of new industries

and the advance in technology have made mergers and structural
changes in the labor movement a matter of primary concern. A small

beginning in this direction has already been made. But until labor
consolidates its strength organizationally, coordinated collective bar-
gaining becomes imperative. The importance of this is underlined by
the fact that a number of anti-labor Congressmen have already intro-
duced bills to outlaw such joint efforts by the trade unions.

3. Em,ergency Defense Fud,. Suc}a a fund is essential to a successful

organizing drive. Even when eventually fonced to recognize a union,
employers can reluse to bargain in good faith. Experience has shown
that anti-labor employers otten stall for years, in the hope of under-
mining and destroying the union. This is routine procedure in the
South. A classic example is the Stevens textile chain, owned by Eisen-
hower's former Secretary of the Ar*y. For over 15 years, this com-
pany has refused to bargain with the Textile Workers Union, has
fired hundreds of workers, and violated every labor law on the
books with impunity.

4. Community Unions. The ALA proposes to join with other groups
"in helping to organize community unions so that the working poor,
the unemployed and the underemployed may have the opportunity of
partioipation, self-organization and seHdeternrination in dealing
eflectively with their problems."

Walter Reuther and Frank Fitzsimmons, respective heads of the
UAW and the Teamsters, describe community unions as concerning
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themselves with rdecent jobs, rents, housing, quality education and

similar problems.

5. SociaL and Community Action. The ALA proposes to support
national and local campaigns to achieve "equal opportunity and equal

rights fbr every American in every asPect of American life." It em-

phasizes that fhe "cancer of racism" is still "uncured" and cal]s for
a "massive assault by alt men of good will and of all races and creeds

against bigotry and against social and economic injustice." Events

of the past f"w years dramatize that only a bold offensive of the

labor unions in the fight for equality and against racisrn will give

substance to the Negro-labor alliance, to ftrm black and white unity,
without which there can be no meaningfiul social progress'

In addition, the ALA pledges to conduct a struggle for: rdecent pay
for all persons willing and able to work, with the governrnent acting
as employer of last resort; expanded free educational facilities for
every child and youth up through the university level, governed only
by the student's maximum capability to learn; massive efforts to
rebuild America's cities, with strong emphasis on adequate housing
for low-income families; a national health insurance plan to guarantee
"high quality comprehensive hospital and medical care"; protection
of the family-size farm; the end to air and water pollution and reduc-
tion of trafEc strangulation on streets and highways.

Within a verypositive ,]n*"*ol tn" Jgr""*"nt has a number of
negative l-eatures that will have to be eliminated, else what promises

to be a lusty growing inlant, can become a stillborn tragedy. After all,
the birth oI the AFL-CIO also had a great potential that never

reached fulfillment.
The first of these negative features is the persistence of anti-

Communism. The ALA program ends with the tired old slander of
equating Communism with fascism and military dictatorships "who

would enslave the human spirit." This is a concession to the union
busters, to all those who are determined to destroy the unions under
the guise of defeating Communim. Life has shown that as soon as an

organizing campaign begins to take hold, the coqporations shout
"Red" and the FBI steps into the breach to "ask questions." The
experience of the post-war decades confirms that anti-Communism is
a weapon directed not alone against the Communists, but against
the unions, the freedom and peace fighters, threatening all demo-
cratic rights. Unless union leaders are prepared to meet red-baiting
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head-on, they will go into retreat-as happened in the recent abortive

Textile Union organizing drive in North Carolina.
The ALA cannot back into the dramatic campaign it envisions. How

can unions that were expelled lrom the CIO, on false and malicious
anti-Communist charges, make their essential contributions to realizing
the program outlined by the ALA? For the success of the ALA, red-

baiting has got to go.
Secondly, while the ALA correctly condemns racism and advocates

"'brotherhood" and a "massive assault" against bigotry, the program
it advances lacks concreteness. The immediate advancement of black
trade unionists to policy-mahng levels of leadership will be a dramatic
demonstration that the ALA does not intend to confine the ffght
against racism to the realm of good intentions.

Both the Teamsters and the UA\V, with their major contributions
to the building of the CIO, know that the prerequisites for the success

of that organization was the adamant rejection of red-baiting and
a frontal attack against racism. Without this ffrm stand it would have
been impossible to build the great industrial unions in the mass Pro-
duction industries.

American workers urgently need worldwide trade union alliances

against the threat of the U.S.-dominated monopolies that have grown
into international monsters. Under the Meany-Lovestone leadership,

the AFL-CIO International Affairs Departrnent is little more than an

arm of the CIA helping to carry out the interests of these very
monopolies. The ALA can perform a valuable service in this ffeld
by promoting ties with unions throughout the world.

Significant sections of both the Teamsters and the UAW leadership
have broken some of the worst cold-war policies of 'the AFLCIO,
but fbrthright opposition to the policies of U.S. imperialism, above all,
firm opposition to the war in Vietnam, is required. Here, too, the ALA
program sufiers from the failure to speak out in clear and unequivocal
terms.

The present national election campaign painfully demonstrates that
the crying need of the times is independent trade union political
formations, both within and without the two major parties, pointing
in the direction of a mass party of labor. The ALA proposals do not
go much beyond a pledge to "support candidates for public office on
a nonpartisan basis committed to . . . programs and policies needed
to make the government at all levels more responsive to the needs of
the people."
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The AFL-CIO leadership has not indicated its attitude toward &e
participation of its afiiliated unions in the ALA. Perhaps it will do so

at the coming session of its Executive Council.o A number of inter-
national unions would like to have the help of the ALA in launching
organization drives. A resolution along these lines was presented by
the ofiicials of the Chemical Workers Union to their convention with a
recommendation lbr favorable consideration. The Rubber Workers
have made it clear that they will not break with the UAW and have
invited Walter Reuther to address their coming convention. The
unions of agricultural workers, sanitaUon workers, teachers, govern-
ment employes and others have welcomed aid from the UAW and/or
the Teamsters Union in recent crises. I. W. Abel, president of the Steel
Workers, says he sees nothing wrong in local unions and districts
cooperating. Such unions as the Woodworkers, Textile, Furniture anrl
the newly merged Meat Cutters and Packinghouse lVorkers could
benefit considerably from active participation in the ALA.

The ALA holds a tremendous potential for the labor movement. Its
program warrants unstinting suPPoft at all levels, but especially from
iabor's rank and file. At this stage, there is no requirement to fore-

cast its future. The need is to help to get it moving. The result could
be a revitalized AFL-CIO that would unify the entire labor move-

ment. Or, if the AFL-CIO is incapable of response, life will determine
the emergence of a more viable body to take its place.

*At its recent meeting, the AFL-CIO Executive Council stated that any
affiliate associating with the ALA risked expulsion.

Ieclaratinn of Purpnse*

This is a time of change andl challenge. The 20th century techno-
logical revolution confronts the American people with new and
complex problems and new and exciting opportunities.

To meet the problems and to reahze the promise that tomorrow
holds, America must reorder its national priorities. It must put ffrst
things first.

America has the resources; it has the technical and productive
know-how. fu a nation and a people we must demonstrate the will

* As a service to our readers, we publish this Declaration of Purpose
adopted by the UAW and the Teamsters.
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to commit our resources and ourselves in a measure equal to the
dimension of the problems and the challenges that confront us.

Tomorrow's problems will not be solved with yesterday's ideas,
yesterday's tools and concepts. We must act with new ideas, new
concepts, new social innovations. We must create new forms of co-
operation, ner,y instruments and institutions for economic and social
action.

This time of testing for our nation is also a time of testing for the
American labor movement. The labor movement must play a major
role and make a major commitment and contribution toward moving
America fbrward.

The labor movement is at a crossroad. It must subject itself to honest
self-searching and self-evaluation. It must free itself from complac-
ency and self-congratulation. It must acquire a sense of renewal and
rededication to social progress. It must free itself of old attitudes and
habits and demonstrate the willingness, the capability and the com-
mitment to make fundamental changes in its policies that respond to
the realities of a swiftly changing world.

In this time of crisis, dynamic and responsible labor organizations
must contribute leadership and provide teamwork toward the con-
tinual advance and protection of the welfare of working people and
must work together in the community in the cornmon efiort to ffnd
answers to the urgent problems of the whole of our society.

The rate of unionization has not kept pace rvith the growth of the
labor fbrce. Automation is changing the nature and character of the
work fbrce. Millions of workers including industrial, service, govern-
ment, white collar, office, technical and professional workers need to
be organized. The working poor are still largely unorganized and
disadvantaged.

organizing the unorganized is a moral imperative and a sociar and
economic necessity. Those unions with energy, skill and resources are
obligated to join forces and cornmit adequate resources needed to
help 

. 
other cooperating organizations in hobilizing and mounting

mas_sive organizing campaigns. This obligation has even deeper moral
implications for the exploited f'arm workers, who have been bypassed
by the twentieth century. The plight of the farm workers is'iitoler-
able. Denied the protection of law and exploited by the huge cor-
porate farm owners, these workers need active and total suppirt and
assistance to build a union organization if they are ti- achieve
elementary dignity and justice.

collective bargaining faces a new challenge with the growing
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complexity of our technology and corporate concentrations' Collective
bargaining must be strengthened and updated to provide full equity
for lvorkers in sharing iu ihe increased procluctivity of the new too s

of science and technology consistent with public responsibility.
The labor movement must facilitate the maximum coordination and

cooperation made necessary by the economic realities of the modern
conglomerate corporation.

We must work together to build one America-an America uniteC
in the splendor of human diversity; united in our common humanity
and our devotion to democratic principle.

Like most Americans, we share with pride in the Progress America
has made in improving our standard of living, in its advances in edu-
cation and in health and in providing a measure of security for our
older citizens. But much more needs to be done.

Our cities are in crisis. Poverty casts its shaclorv over the total
society. Unemployment remains a threat to the general welfare.
Urban blight and decay eat at the core of our cities. N{illions of fam-
ilies live in slums with decent housing beyond their economic reach.

We must save our cities and make them decent places in which to
live.

The cancer of racism is still uncured. Neither civil war nor a police
state is an acceptable alternative. There is another lvay: Brotherhood

-a massive assault by all men of good will and of all races and creeds
against bigotry and against social and economic injustice.

We need to remove the economic barriers and all forms of dis-
crimination that deny a child or youngster opportunity for maximum
growth and development.

We need to reorganize the econornics of hospital and medical care

to check the skyrocketing cost and rnake modern, high quality com-

prehensive health care available to all people as a matter of right.
We need substantially to increase the income of older citizens to

enable them to live out their lives in security and dignity.
We need to expand the scope and quality of a broad range of

essential community and social services and enable each person tc
enjoy a life of dignity and self-l'ulfillment.

HffiBERT APTHEKER

[hristians ard the Marxian Vision

The 1968 Liturgical lVeek-the 29th annual event sponsored by the
National Liturgical Conference-was held in Washington, D.C.,
August 19-22. Wrile its Board of Directors includes many distinguished
clerical and lay figures, this is the first Week not sponsored by the
area's Archbishop, in this case Patrick Cardinal O'Boyle. This lack
of sponsorship-which did not deter the Board-may be explained on
the basis of the theme oI the lgGB Week: "Revolution: Christian
Response."

About 6,000 people were iu attendance; the keynote speaker was
to have been the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Appearing in his
place was the Rev. Andrew J. Young, Vice-President, Southern
Christian Leadership Conf'erence.

Other speakers included Abbe Francois Houtart, Professor CarI E.
Braaten, Floyd McKissick, Marcus G. Raskin, Rev. Daniel O:Hanlon,
S.J., lames Farmer, Rev. Eugene C. Bianchi, S.I., SauI D. Alinsky,
Isaiah T. Robinson, Professor Gordon Zahn (who is President of the
American Catholic Sociological Society), and Arthur I. Waskow. The
present writer was among those asked to deliver papers; the text
used on that occasion follows: 

* *

Appropriate for the purpose of this workshop on "Christians and
Marxist Revolutions" would be, I thought, a summary presentation of
what I take to be the heart of the Marxian vision-or faith, if any
of you prefer.

A decade ago-even five years ago-I would not have dared hope
that at a meeting of this kind, in this city, that I, a leader of the
Communist Party, USA, would be asked to participate. I take the
event to record progress-surely a highly subjective estimate!-and in
that sense confirmatory of certain basic features in the N4arxian
vision-namely, an optimistic outlook and a belief in progress.

It is questionable that Washington is the center of world reaction

-I have no such question-still surely none will deny that Dublin is
one of the bastions of Catholic conservatism; yet earlier 'his year
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the General Secretary of the Irish Workers' [Communist] Party and

a Jesuit priest, Father Michael Sweetman, marched through the streets

of thut city arm-in-arm in a protest demonstration on behalf of evicted

slum dwellers. When questioned about this, on a Dublin television

show, Father Sweetman said that bad housing meant bad family
conditions and the family, according to Christianif, was society's

basic unit; Michael O'Riordan, veteran of the Spanish Civil War,
frequent political prisoner, and the Communist leader, said for his

part that, "The first Christian was regarded by some as an agitator."
Whatever may have been true in the past, the Irish priest and the

Irish Communist found themselves together in common e{Iort on

behalf of the despised and forsaken; despite the probable surprise
and possible suspicion, surely regard-maybe even love-grew on

both sides."

Still, let none be over-sanguine. ]ohn Kenneth Galbraith, turning
to the novel form in the hope-one must suppose-that it will assist

in conveying the fantastic truth of today, has one of his most symPa-

thetic cLaracters say, in his The Trumpht A Nooel of Modern

Diplomacy;

Some American officials, we must face it, are not easy to reassure.

If you are not a Communist, they su_spect you of being a fellow-trav-
eller. If you are not a fellow'traveller, they suspect you of b^e-rng a

stooge. I[ you are too smart,to be a stooge, they suspect yorr of being
a stilking'horse. If assured on all these counts, they still conclude
you are an opening to the Left.

Well, then, fellow-travellers, stooges, stalking horses, and openings

to the Left, lend this diabolical one your ears:

Marxism's basic commralr"r, * ,", ,o *" working class; it is not
to revolution; it is not to socialism. Marxisrn's basic commitment is to
the ennoblernent of Man. It believes that in this era, this requires a

basic transformation in the structure and super-structure of society,

a revolution; that the central force for this kind of revolution is that
class divested of the means of control but placed at the center of
production, i.e., the working class, and that the name of the society
born of such transformation-varied as it will be in form-will be

socialisrn But all these are beliefs based on considerable thought

* See, Sean Cronin, ttThe Wearing of the Greenr" in Commonweal, J:uly
12, 1968, pp.464-66.
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and analysis and, by now, some experience; the commitment of
Marxism, however, is to Man's ennoblement. If the latter is forgotten,
one may get-we have gotten at various times and places-fanaticism,
but not Marxism.

Science is the postulate of Marxism. It is sometimes forgotten that
tlre victory of science in the area of Nature was achieved only in the
past two or three cenuries. As Professor A. R. Hall, of Cambridge
University, has r,vritten: "Magic and esoteric mystery-the elements
of the irrational-were not ffrmly dissassociated from serious science
belore the seyenteenth century IIe added: "Rational science,
then, by whose methods alone the phenomena of nature may be
rightly understood, and by whose application alone they may be
controlled, is the creation of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries."*

The insistence here, that only through science may natural
phenomena be comprehended, arlLd only with the same principles
may they be controlled-crowning achievements of the Ages of En-
lightenment and Reason-form the foundation stone of Marxism.
Marxism, however, insists that that which is true for Nature is true
also for Man. That is, Marxism holds that science not only can ex-
plicate Nature and produce effective controls over it, but that science
may also explicate Society and produce efiective controls for it, thus
enhancing Maris power not only over his natural environment but
also ol'er his social environment. As the one infinitely improved
Man's condition and potential, so the other will improve both; the two
together-i.e., mastery over Nature and over Society-bringing Man
out of the Kingdom of Necessity into the Kingdom of Freedom.

The triumph of the principles of science in the area of Nature was a
most difficult and prolonged process. Its difficulty lay not only in the
direct intellectual challenge involved; it lay, too, in the fact that
there were enormous vested interests and powerful institutions and
deep superstitions which found themselves challenged by those prin-
ciples and therefore ofiered stubborn resistance to their victory. AII
these considerations-the profound intellectual dificulties, and the
extraneous hazards and obstacles-are present where the victory of
Science in Society is concerned. They are, in fact, intensiffed: the in-
teilectual difficulties, because the problems are more elusive, more
subtle, more penneated by subjectivity; the extraneous hazards and

* A. R. Hall, The Scientfiic Reaol.ution, 1500-1800, London, 1954,
introduction.
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obstacles, because the challenge of Science in Society is more frontal,
more devastating, rnore total to vested interests, powerful institutions
and deep superstitions, than in the case of Science's challenge to
Nature.

Only when technique had reached the point where the age-old

burden of Society-impoverishment, illiteracy, human inequaiity, war-
could be successfully and totaily overcome, and only when the class

appeared whose objective interests were opposed to the maintenance
of injustice and oppression so fundamentally that its victory would
make possible not oniy its liberation but Man's liberation-only when
these two related phenomena appeared, was it possible to achieve

a Science of Scciety. The working class, having no real interest in
injustice, has no real interest in deception; hence, only now in our
era, when the demise of capitalism by socialism are characteristic,
are we witnessing the triumph of Science in Society.

The victory of Science in Nature-to the degree that it has been
accomplished-took many centuries and was accompanied by arn'ful
tragedies, en'ors and crimes, and not all of these came to or from
the enemies or the friends of Science's victory. Nor with its triumph
has its forrn and content been fixed; on the contrary, as the detection
of error is a precondition for Science's advance, so the incompleteness
of its grasp of reality is both a part of its nature and a guarantee of
its continual development.

There is, perhaps, some reason to hope-with the accelerated pace

of historical development-that the triumph of Science in Society

may take fewer centuries. There is no reason to believe that the

victory here-where, as we have seen, the contest is more difficult-
can be achieved rvithout tragedy, error and crime. On the contrary,
alas, the relatively brief history of this contest already afrords abunclant
evidence of all three. But the contest is inexorable and-given only
the survival of N{an (no easy assumption these daysl)-Marxism,
being wedded to the concept of progress, holds confidently to the

belief in the victory of Science, which is to say, Truth, which in
turn, is to say Man.

Here, too, Science has the same fluid, process-filled character as

when it treats Nature; here as everywhexe and always the enemy of
Science is dogma. Marxism is a system of thought; not of memory.
To be able to reraember is indispensable, but only as an element in
the process of thinking. It rnay not be out of place-though there be
a touch of irony in it-to bring authority to bear on this question of
dogma versus science. Thus, Engels, noting, in Anti-DuLwing, "how
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young the whole of human history is" r,vent on to observe, therefore,
"how ridiculous it would be to attempt to ascribe any absolute valid-
ity to our present view." Lenin is fuiler and more direct on this

question. The quotation is rather long-it is taken from "Our Program"
(1699)*but to capture the fult thought and convey its actual flavor,
it should not be cut:

: : : There can be no strong socialist party without a revolutionary
theory vrhich unites all socialists, from which they draw all their
convictions, and which they apply in their methods of struggle and
means of action. To defend such a theory, which to the best of your
knowledge you consider to be true, against unfounded attacks and
attempls to corrrrpt it is not io imply that you are an enemy of
all criticism. We do not regard Marx's theory as something com-
pleted and inviolable; on the contrary, we are convinced that it
has only laid the foundation stone of the science which socialists
must develop in all directions if they wish to keep pace with life.
trVe think then an ind.ependent elaboration of Marx's theory is
especially essential for Russian socialists; for this thecry provides
only general guiding principle, r.vhich, in pu"ticular, are applied in
England differently than in France, in France difierently than in
Germany, and in Germany differently than in Russia. . . . (E*-
phasis in original. )*
Lenin succeeded in adding a fer,v "foundation stones" of his own

to lr{arxism; his r,,arning, given in the name of and the service of
Marxism, is to rernembel its scientifrc character-'wiiich is to under-
stand that the one thing it certainly is not, is "inviolable."

Obviously, following Leniil, Americans must work out Nlarxism
independently, toc, and for the reasons he gave. Clearly, also, new
foundation stones are needed; fortunately for us not everything has

kreen donel Much needs yet to be studied and learned, for example,
in areas of aesthetics, psychology, nationalism, bureaucracy, power,
religion-to name but a few outstanding instances where work is
needed' 

* * *

Marxism, being scientific, is revolutionary. Its essential purpose is

the elimination of exploitation and oppression; in our era, this means,

I think, the elimination of monopoly captalism, colonialism, racism,
impoverishment, and war. In Marx's words, "all relations, all condi-
tions, in which man is a humiliated, enslaved, despised creature,

* V. I. Lenin, Collecteil Works, Vol. 4, pp. 21L-212.
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must be des8oyed."
Were there no such relations there would be no revolutionary

philosophy, no revolutionary movement, and no Mauism. Said Marx,
in commenting on the ideas and organizations of socialism, iust after
the Paris Commune had been drowned in blood in 1871: "The soil
out of which it grows is modern society itself. It cannot be stamped
out by any amount of carnage. To stamp it out the Gover.nment would
have to stamp out the despotism of capital over labor-the conditions
of their own parasitical existence."

One may profitably contrast this analysis and prophecy with the
somewhat premature exclamation of Thiers, who had presided at the
extermination of the Communards: "Now we have finished witir
Communismt"

Some fifteen or even ten years ago, it was necessary for one like
myself in addressing a heterogenous American audience to attempt
to establish the relevance of a radical critique in general, let alone
Marxism in particular. But now that even the President of the United
States has noticed the existence of racism and poverty, and some
Presidential candidates have expressed concern not only about mani-
fest and manifold domestic crises but also U.S. foreign policy, per-
haps this task need no longer be undeltaken. Now that the Chairinan
of the Senate Foreign B,elations Committee informs the American
Bar Association that, "The Great Society has become the Sick
Society," it is super{luous to bring fonvard-yet again-the evidence
of decay, disintegration and delirium all about us.

I will content myself, at any rate, with one piece of evidence: the
Chairman of the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. Senate, the Honor-
able ]ames O. Eastland of N{ississippi, is paid by the U.S. Govern-
rnent $13,000 every month not to grow crops upon the thousands of
acres he owns; a hungry child on one of his plantations receives $g a
month in welfare.* If this is not a revolutionary situation, the Cruci-
fixion was quite in vain.

The fact is that the historic scourges of lvlan prevail widely in our
country; vr'e are riven with illiteracy, impoverishrnent, racism, and the
preparing for and the waging of rvar. In the face of all this, to speak
still of the irrelevancy of Marxism-or of its alien and conspiratorial
character-is a hallmark of ignorance and/or complicity in an effort
to retain such abominations.

The reports of the United l{atious make clear that the majority of

* T. R. 8., in his column, New Republic, July 20, 1968, gives these data.
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mankind still are chronically hungry, quite illiterate, live under con-
ditions of indignity and inequality and bear upon their shoulders
the fearful burdens of paying for past wars, waging present ones, and
preparing for new ones. In our era productive developrnents and
social organization have reaehed the point where none of these need
be endured any longer. Knowledge of this most momentous fact is
or.rt now; tlie people of the world knou that they can end their
suffering and that they can make a life of fruitfulness, creativity,
fraternity and peace. It is this knowledge-and not thermonuclear
energy-which is the greatest force in the world today.

If one evaluates the accomplishments of revolutionary societies

since l9l7-ueighing eoerythi,ng-it is diffrcult to see how one can

conclude otherwise than that the conditions of Bulgarians today are

infinitely better for the bulk of the population than under Boris; and
in Rumania today than under Michael; and in Poland than under
the Colonels; and in the USSll-Buropean and Asian-than under the
Czars; and in Cuba than under Batista; and in China than under
Chiang and the European enclaves.

A most moderate assessment comes from Professor Robin Morris
of Cambridge University, writing in The Amsrican Economi,c Rersiew

this year (IvIarch, 1968, p, 246):

Strictly socialist systems are slower to create consumer wants,
but better adapted to rneet, for example, the needs of the old and
the poor, and in practice really do perform better in these areas.
We have to admit that it is almost exclusively in the "free rvorld'
that we observe the extremes of poverty and affiuence side by side.

These extremes are about us in this city-and when they become
too visible, in terms of a new Resurrection, they are bulldozed away.
In Guayaquil, Ecuador, PauI Montgomery reports in the New York
Ti,mes (May 30, t96B):

Frobably the largest single "industry'' is on l8th Street, the red-
light district. There, in a scene of unsurpassed wretchedness, per-
haps 400 girls stand outside their stalls on an average night. Some
are little more than frightened children. The standard fee is 35 cents.

The sarne writer reports three days later from Macara, perhaps 200

miles south of Guayaquil, that hunger is rampant. He speaks with a

physician who, says: "Already you can begin to see the medical con-

sequences of hunger. The people are r,veak, listiess. The childrert's
bones are brittle." The Times reporter asks, mimicking the officials,
"And what of communisrn and revolution?" The physician replies:
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"Those people [the officials] say everything is communism and revo-
lution. But I tell you, friend, here everything is huager. And hunger,
friend, is a very heavy thing."

Dr. Juan Bosch, former President of the Dorninican Republic, now
resident in Spain and, of course, far from a Communist, asks in a re-
cent number ot The Christiaru Century (April 17, 1968): "What is

the blind force that keeps the U.S. from accepting the changes that
have occuired in so many parts of the r,vorld, and that must inevitably
extend to Asia and Latin America?" He replies:

The force is the same as that which leads the U.S. to wage war
in Vietnam. On the surface, it is anti-communism, but that is
merely the negative aspect of the real force: the profft motive, It
is the eagerness for profit that has made the U.S. the champion of
the status quo everywhere in the world.

Private profft and all that that connotes is fundamental; related
is chauvinism and racism. Jan:es Colaianni, in a very recent book,*
summarizes accurately, I think, the conventional attitude of the
Roman Catholic Church-I would add, not only of that Church-
a generation ago: "God had choscn to live in a white, capitalist,
Western culture! Cther cuitures were either suspect or labeled out-
right diabolical."

Mr. Colaianni subtitled his ra,ork, The Crisis of Radicalism Wi,thin
the Church; few recent events illustrate this crisis more sharply than
the luror that arose this past Sp'ring when it was learned that
among those receiving Chdstmas gifts in 1967 from His Holiness was
Luigi Longo, General Secretary o{ the Communist Party of Italy.
When the news broke-finally-an official spokesman for the Pontifi
said, according to the Associated Fress (May 13, 1968), that Paulls
"paternal charity evidently has no bounds."

In the election a fer,v weeks later, eiglit and a half million Italian
men and women voted for the Party headed by Longo; one would
think this would suggest to the ofEcial spokesman that apologies for
charity directed to such a man were not needed. But then one reads
the front-page editorial in the ILome nelvspaper Il Tem.po, voice of a
section of the Curia: "A saint, St. Louis of France, kissed the leper
. . . but the leper is not the devil. ,And Luigi Longo is not a leper but
the devil. . . . He who kisses the devil, who sends greetings to the
devil, even with the rnost holy intentions, finds fire in his house."

* The Catholic Lett, Philadelphia, 1968, p. 28.
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If it turns out that this is the kind of house the Vatican is to be,

one can only say it had better be careful or' "the fire next time."
Another Catholic tradition is that represented by Peter Maurin,

who, in the first issue of The Cathalic Worker, back in May, 1933,

wrote:

To blow the dynamite of a message is the only way to make a
message dynamite. If the Catholic Church is not today the dominant
social and dynamic force, it is because Catholic scholars have failed
to blow the dlmarnite of the Church. it is about time to blow the
lid off so the Catholic Church may again become the dominant social
dynamic force.

That is a fine competition: let us see r.vhose view will be the domi-
nant social dynamic force for the present and the future!

C. Wright hdills, in tfr"loof. ,*, "nn*red 
at the moment of his

death, The bf.crxists, concluded that: "Both Marxism and Liberalism
embody the ideals of Greece and Rorne and Jerusalem; the humanism

of the renaissance, the rationalism of the eighteenth century enlighten-
ment." He added: "Karl Marx remains the thinker who had articu-
lated most clearly-and most perilously-ttrre basic ideals rvliich lib-
eralism shares."

In seeing this continuity, Mills wrote truly; in an opposite way,
Goebbels expressed the same tllought when, entering Paris with the
momentarily victorious nazi troops, he exulted: "Norv we will ftnish
with 1789 and 1917!"

In dedication to the struggle to eliminate poverty, human indignity,

racism, cultural deprivation, and war, Marxisrn knorvs and empha-

sizes that these goals are common to those held by partisans of the

Enlightenment and upholders of ali the Great Religions. Were Marx-

ists ilone in this dedication, they l.,rould fail. They are not alone,

however, and together all vrho stand opposod to systematized ex-

ploitation and systernatic exterrnination will-exactly because of
urfty-overcome the forces of evil and fulfill the promise of }lan.
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A Hesponse anil Harification
jim-crow segregation and discrim-
ination which has denied to Ne-
gro people the rights that are
common to white people-that of
equal citizenship. The struggle for
equal status in the social, political
and economic life of the country
was spelled out in various resolu-
tions and programs of action and
included, among others, the fol-
lowing demands:

In the political q,re?Lq,i the right
to vote and hold offiee without re-
strictions; the abolition of the
poll tax, the white primaries and
the discriminating registration
practices in the South; the right
to serve on juries; a just share
of representation on all levels of
government and majority rule in
areas where black people comprise
the majority; the elimination of
all jim-cro',v laws and jim-crow
customs not rvritten into law, etc.

In the social arena: the right
to sit, eat, live and work where
black people please; the elimina-
tion of restrictive covenants and
segregation in housing; the elim-
ination of segregated travel
facilities, an end to segregation
and exclusion from theaters,
cinemas, parks and beaches,
libraries, restaurants, hotels and
motels; desegregation of the pub-
Iic school sl,stem and unrestricted
opportunity for black youth to

In expressing certain disagree-
ments with our memorial tribute
to Dr. Martin Luther King (DIay,
1,968), Joseph Felshin also takes
issue with the statement in the
editorial which reads: "The fight
for economic, political and social
equality is a fight that ean be
won under capitalism." Felshin
notes that since the eclitorial does
not speak of "Itartial equality, it
must be assumed that the editors
mean full equality." This, he
points out, even Dr. King, describ-
ed in the editorial as a "consistent
democrat" would not accept. (See
July, 1968 issue.)

No doubt the statement, taken
by itself, can lead to eertain mis-
coneeptions and one might even
draw the conclusions arrived at
by Felshin. It is unfortunate that
this statement was made without
the necessary impiementation and
clarification.

In the context of the editorial,
what was intended b], this state-
ment? In fact, how has the slogan
"for economic, political and social
equality for the Negro people"
been understood within the Com-
munist Party?

Throughout the years this slo-
gan has been used intermittently
with that of "equal rights"-as
integral to the flght to put an end
to the vicious system of racist,
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secure secondary and higher edu-
eation of their own choosing; the
right of Negro teachers to teach
in all schools; the building of mocl-
ern schools in neighborhoods
where Negroes live with equal
equipment, curricula, staff and
appropriations; the adoption of
text books that render a true ac-
count of the contribution of black
people to American life, etc.

In the econom'ic are'vL(Li the right
to be employed in all trades, in-
dustries and professions without
diserimination; the equality of
Negro workers with white work-
ers in wages, hours of labor and
working conditions; equal pay for
equral work; training, upgrading
and prornotion to skilled jobs; ad-
mission into all unions on an equal
basis rvith white workers; elimi-
nation of the wage differential be-
tween North and South, etc.

And running like a thread
throughout these struggles, is the
fight against the racist defama-
tion of Negro dignity, to halt the
daily humiliations and indignities
to which black people are subj-
ected in our society.

In essence, the struggle for
these rights-enjoyed by the
majority white population-is a
democratic struggle, a struggle to
put flesh and blood on the en-
forcement of the l"8th, 14th and
15th Amendments of the Constitu-
tion, thereby completing: the un-
finished tasks of the Civil War
and reversing the betrayal of Re-
construction by the Hayes-Tilden
compromise of 1877. The fight for
equal rights is central in the
struggle for the preservation and
extension of democracy in our
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land. No democratic rights are
safe for others as long as the
system of discrimination and seg-
gregation, which perpetuates the
second-elass citizenship of the
Negro people, continues to oPer-
ate.

Shall we then conclude that
these elementary democratic
rights must wait for their realiza'
tion in a sociaiist America? No.
They must be fought for relent-
lessly and with firm determina-
tion today, under capitalism.

The limited achievements that
have been made in the past decade
in these areas-despite the per-
sistent and courageous struggles
of the black people throughout the
length and breadth of our land-
indicate that the fieht for the at-
tainment of these most elementary
democratic rights will be fierce
and arduous. They require not
alone the fighting determination
and unity of the black people but,
above all, the dedicated com-
mitment of broad sections of the
white working class and other
white democratic forces in our
nation. Most of all, success in this
battle, requires the persistent and
irreconcilable struggles against
the pernicious influences of rac-
ism which divide the very forces
that must be united. Only the
firm unity of black and white will
wrest these demands from the
powers-that-be.

The question may well be asked:
Are any of these democratic
rights, if won in present-day
Bociety, Iasting and permanent?
Do they guarantee the full equal-
ity of the Negro people? Of course
not. AII political, economic and
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soeial gains aehieved by the work-
ing people are never permanent
and lasting under capitalism.
Within capitalist society, demo-
cratic rights have a class content:
guaranteeing the rights of the
exploiters and oppressors and
limiting the rights of the op-
pressed and exploited. And, when-
ever the class interests of the
ruling class come into conflict with
the democratic rights of the peo-
ple, it does not hesitate to curb
these rights or to abrogate theryr
altogether. The rise of faseism
signalized the destruction of the
most elementary rights of the
people of Germany. The repression
and violence against peace advo-
cates, black miiitants and those
who seek radical change today,
give testimony to the flerce de-
termination of the estabiishment
to hold in check the people's dem-
ocratic will.

The special oppression of thc
Negro people within our socieby
has meant untold billions of super-
profits for the giant corporations
who dominate the economic, poli-
tical and social life of our coun-
try. They will resist with force
every encroachment on their pri-
vate domain and grant conces-
sions only when compelled to by
the overrvhelming power of mass
struggle.

Thus, there can be no genuine
freedom and equality for the
Negro people-as for the working
class and other exploited sections
of the population-without the
abolition of the private owner-
ship of the means of production;
without political power being
transferred to the hands of the
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exploited and oppressed; without
racism being outlawed and pun-
ishable as a crime against man. So
long as exploitation of man by
man exisis, true equality is im-
possible. That is why Communists
dedicate their lives to the realiza-
tion of a socialist society. For only
under socialism, wiil all exploita-
tion, oppression and racist viol-
ence be brought to an end-and
only then wil the Negro people
attain full equality.

But socialism will remain a
utopian dream without the cou-
stant, day-to-day struggle for the
preservation and expansion of de-
mocracy which, limited though it
may be under capitalism, creates
more favorable conditions for the
struggle for sociaiism. That is
why the resolution adopted at the
17th National Convention of the
CPUSA emphasizes:

There is no national task of
greater moment for all the forces
of social progress of our nation than
that of joining in the struggle for
securing the full and equal economic,
political and social rights of the
Negro people. The realization of this
objective in the coming period would
have the most sa,lutary affect upon
the deveiopment of the whole front
of sociai progress in our country.
Victory on this sector would open
the way to rapid developments
along the whole front for radical
social advance'rnent of the entire
nation. (Political Afra'irs, February,
1e60.)

There are many other problems
and tasks confronting the black
liberation movement in our coun-
try today. We hope to elaborate
on these in future issues.

BOOK REVIEWS
BICHARD GNEENTEAF

A Man Whr 0nce Hnew Better

It is one of the many virtues of
good journalism that, no matter
how the journalist may eventually
change, the work he has done has
already left its mark on those for
whom he has written. This is a
consoling thought for one who re-
members John L. Spivak's expo-
sures of incipient fascism in the
United States and who now reads
this autobiography.*

For the book is a saddening one.
In it, Spivak is at great pains to
separate himselt from the Commu-
nist Farty and from those Commu-
nist-oriented publications which
welcomed his work when no oth-
ers would print it. He is at pains
also to group Comrnunist move-
ments under a single heading with
those fascist movements which he
did so much to denounce. Finally,
he is at pains to record his belief
that the socialist nations are as
full of falsehood and pretense as
are the capitalist nations. The
most saddening thought of all
about this book is that Spivak in
all likelihood does not believe any
of this stuff at all, but has only
spread it here and there through
his book on the instructions of his
publisher. How are the mighty
fallen !

About half the book is devoted
to the Sacco-Vanzetti and the

*John L. Spivak, A Man
T,ime, Horizon Press, $7.95.

Scottsboro cases, in which Spivak
d-id some yeoman reporting but in
neither of which, can it be said,
that his work was central to the
development of the cases them-
selves. The second half, however,
recounts his exposures of the anti-
Semitie, pro-Nazi and proto-fas-
cist groups which throve in the
United States during the 1930s,
and the failure of Congressional
committees and other governmen-
tal agencies to grapple with the
threat which these outfits repre-
sented.

It may seem to a youngster
reading about them nowthatthese
organizations could never have
been any real threat to democracy,
since they were so full of eomical
nonsense and were led by such in-
effable fools. But so was the Na-
tional Socialist German Workers'
Party, which eventually turned its
nation into a monster which it
took a whole world to put down.
The atmosphere in thc Unitecl
States in the early 30s was not so
different from that in Germany,
and it is far from unthinkable
that, without such courageous and
resourceful men as John L. Spivak
to expose and denounce them, one
of these groups mig:ht have be-
come for us what the Nazis were
for Germany. But it must be re-
membered-even though he does
not adequately remind us-that he
did his work at the urging, with
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the assistance, and through the
media of a vigorous and deter-
mined Left-and a Left which had
an ideology.

Many citizens of the United
States today are unaware of the
fact that the predecessors of the
Un-American Activities and In-
ternal Security committees were
set up for the purpose of opposing
the manifestations of fascism
here. The story of how they were
turned from that purpose to the
purpose of persecutng radicals is
one which Spivak knows from
vivid, first-hand experience, and
one which he tells with fascinat-
ing drama. The names of Samuel
Dickstein, Martin Dies and J.
Parnell Thomas need to be kept
fresh on the roll of infamy along
with those of Joseph McCarthy
aud James Eastland. Spivak does
a very good freshening job.

Though it is painful, it is never-
theless necessarly to return to the
matter of Spivak's treatment of
Communists. Let me give some
passages:

"I have seen Communists at
work, at times very closely; they
tool( full advantage of anil
exploited troublesome situations
caused by unhealthy economic and
political conditions. But when such
unhealthy conditions did not al-
ready exist, the Communists made
no progress" (p. 154). Consciously
or unconsciously, Spivak with such
a remark buttresses the lie that
Communists hope for "trouble-
some" and "unhealthy" eonditions
so that they can "exploit" them
and make diabolical "progress." It
is sad to find a former contributor
to the New Masses writing thus.
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". . . Communism made little
headway among Negroes in the
country. . . . I think Communist
inability to win the Negro was
due basieally to the black man's
distrust of the white, who for so

many years had promised him
many things only to end up by ex-
ploiting him. When to this atti-
tude of distrust was added the
allegation repeated so often that
Americans accepted it as a truism,
that the Communist was an enemy
of the United States, the black
man wanted no part of it. He had
enough trouble as the one alwaYs
kicked arouncl without adding af-
filiation with an organization said
to be the enemy of his countrY.
The Negro did not want Commu-
nism. AII he wanted was a job and
not to be afraid" (pP. 199-200).

Wasn't there enough ink in SPi-
vak's pen for him to write that he
personally knows the Communists
have never given false Promises,
have never "exploited" the Negro,
are not enemies of the United
States, and have fought and died
for jobs and security for the
Negro?

"I found only three grouPs who
talked of the imminent revolution
[during the depression]. On con-

sisted of the big inclustrialists
who were frightened by what ag'
gressive trade unions were doing.
The second included those Pariahs
of the social system who operated
labor spy and strikebreaking or-
ganizations and fed emploYers re-
ports that lvorkers were talking of
seizing the factories; when a
union demanded more pay to meet
rising living costs, its leaders were
accused of being Communists,
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Communist-led, Communist-domi-
nated or Communist dupes. The
third group was the Communists
themselves, a very small organiza-
tion with a maximum membershiP
at its most influential period of
about 80,000. These were the onlY
groups that actually talked of rev-
olution" (p. 298).

It is not easy to fathom what
Spivak has in mind when he writes
in this way, or what effect he
wishes to produce in his reader. Is
he saying that the Communists
were romantic and unrealistic? Is
he saying that their purposes were
the same as those of the strike-
breakers? Or is he saying that all
revolution is evil and only
evil men will countenance or work
for it? It is a dishonest passage,
and it is therefore hard to deal
with honestly, though its dishon-
esty must be apparent to any
honest man.

FinallS frorn the final page of
the book:

". . . would the Russian people
have accepted as an idol a leatler
who after his death was denounced
by another leader as a cruel and
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inhuman despot, and whose shat-
tered image still other leaders
would try to glue back together
again? Could such things have
happened if men had been able to
go where they wished, to learn
what was happening and to tell it
to the people through the printed
word and from the street corner?

". . . f do not know what will
happen to a 'free world' which is
not really free or to a 'socialist
world'which is far from socialist,
but I do know that so long as I
can question anything the rulers
do and publish what I think or get
up on the Green and tell it to any-
one who will stop to listen, we may
yet make the dream."

These paragraphs belie the
whole lesson of Spivak's life and
work. It was the socialist Soviet
Union that warned the world of
Hitler anil stood against his dep-
redations until the final victory. It
is the socialist nations today who
denounce the crime of Vietnam
and will stand against the depre-
dations of the U.S. imperialists
until the final victory. Surely Spi-
vak knows this. Why doesn't he
say it?
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